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dear friends!

Recently the SportAkademReklama publishing 
house celebrated its 15-year anniversary. We 
celebrated it the usual way enjoying winter sports, 
in particular – by organizing a funny curling 
tournament. This was the first surprise that our 
company is going to present to our friends this 
year! 

 
We have launched a new commercial and 

information internet portal, where we would be 
happy to offer you the most effective tools to 
promote sports equipment online. We are 
organizing two major events that will take place in 
Sochi in May of this year. The first of them is the 
Congress on Winter Sports, Tourism, and Active 
Recreation, which has already become one of the 
key events for Russia's sports industry. The second 
event is the Forum of Sports Retail Directors, which 
will have an extensive business program, including 
seminars.

Now you are reading the first in 2013 issue of the 
Ski industry magazine, where you will find an 
interview with Svetlana Gladysheva, President of the 
Russian Alpine Ski and Snowboard Federation. 
There is a special article dedicated to 
implementation of the best international practices in 
Russia. in addition, we have published a detailed 
review of Russia's ski resorts. 

We invite you to participate in our projects!

yours sincerely, 
alexei stepanov,
ceo and Publisher,
sportakademreklama
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One of the two Olympic medalists in the history of 
Russia's skiing, Honored Master of Sports of Russia.

In 1998, Svetlana became Deputy CEO of 
Rosengineering.

In 2006, prior to her election as President of the 
Russian Alpine Ski and Snowboard Federation, was a 
member of the Federation's Bureau.

Co-author of the Federal Program "The development of 
domestic and international tourism in the Russian 
Federation for 2011-2016."

COunCIl

eXPert couNcIl eXPert couNcIl

President of the Russian 
Alpine Ski and Snowboard 
Federation

ExpErt 

SvEtlana GladyShEva

The author and developer of the Anti–Crisis Program 
for the Federation of ski Jumping and nordic Combined of 
Russia for the period of 2010-2020. 

Alexander was one of the founders of a special training 
program for coaches and judges serving competitions in 
Russia and the Olympic Games in Sochi.

Initiator of building Russia's best sports center in 
Tchaikovsky, Perm region, as well as similar facilities in 
Sochi, nizhny novgorod, nizhny Tagil, and St. Petersburg.

President of the Federation 
of Ski Jumping and Nordic 
Combined of Russia. 

alExandEr Uvarov

More than 40 years spent in the tourist industry.
Master of Sports in ski tourism.
Initiator and author of the Holdom ski resort 

construction project. Alexander is currently consulting 
the Pidan Sikhote Sports and leisure Recreation Center, 
the Bear Valley ski resort in Primorsky Krai, as well as the 
Amut tourist and sports complex in the Sunshine District 
of Khabarovsk.

National coach of Russia.
Director of the Far Eastern 
Branch of Russia's Association 
of Ski instructors, the Russian 
National Ski School.

alExandEr ShElopUGin

Has been managing and developing the ski resorts, 
including ski schools for children. 

Owns a store selling equipment for winter sports.
Co-owner and founder of the SnowToys company that 

manufactures accessories and sells European brands.

Executive Director, the Ski 
Club of Guy Severin

ilya SEvErin

Specialist in sports equipment operations and leases at 
the nP Ski Club of Magnitogorsk.

Member of the Training Center of the Russian Alpine 
Ski and Snowboard Federation, representative in the urals 
Federal District.

Has initiated and organized annual all-Russia 
competitions in Alpine skiing – The Wind and the White 
Magic. Since 2012, Head Coach of the urals Open Cup in 
mountain bike (DHI) and Head Coach of the Russian 
Championship in mountain bike (DHI and 4X. disciplines).

President of the NP Ski Club  
of Magnitogorsk

alExEi Kalinin

The author of two patents: "The system of automatic 
control of lighting" and "The automated control of electric 
systems of facilities." 

An expert in the field of indoor and outdoor lighting, 
heating, water supply, air conditioning, fire alarm systems, 
video surveillance systems, access control, building 
automation and technological processes.

CEO of the intelligent 
Architecture, Dmitrov,  
Moscow region

victor vErbovSKy

Author of books: "The power of restrictions! How to 
achieve goals and have fun in extreme situations?", 
"Selling in the net. How to build a line of customers in 
the Internet?"

Organizer and participant of the backcountry 
expedition to the highest point of Europe – 5,642 m 
Elbrus volcano. Finalist of Russia's freeride championship.

Sales Consultant in the Internet.
Organizer of training courses in the Internet in the 

field of sales for entrepreneurs. 

head of the first consulting 
company in Russia, 
specializing in increasing sales 
of the Extreme-Marketing

victor Kozlov

Founder and publisher of the Sport Magazine, the Ski 
Industry, and the Construction & Operation of Sports 
Venue magazines, as well as the leaders of Sports Industry 
catalogue. 

Organizer of the Russia – Sports State and the Peace 
and Sport forums (under the High Patronage of H.S.H. 
Prince Albert II of Monaco), the Congress for Winter 
Sports, Tourism, and Active leisure, and the Forum of 
Sports Retail Directors.

Mr. Stepanov is an outstanding person in the modern 
sports B2B.

CEO of SportAkademReklama 
company and the Sports State 
Forum

alExEi StEpanov

Responsible for business development in elite 
residential, suburban, and foreign real estate. Elena has 
been working with developers, buyers, and sellers. 

20 years in the real estate business, both in consulting 
and in sales.

One of the leading experts in the Russian segment of 
elite residential real estate.

numerous interviews, articles, and comments published 
in leading Russian business publications, radio, and TV.

Regional Director for Residential 
Real Estate, Knight Frank Russia 
& CiS

ElEna yUrGEnEva
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on december 17, 2012 the lower drive end for 
the passenger cableway was set in arkhyz. 
this new technology allows installing the sta-
tion during one day.

 This operation was performed only once, in the French 
resort Courchevel. now this unique technology is used in 
Arkhyz. First, the foundation for all the machinery was laid, 
and the drive end was assembled next to the installation 
site. The station weighted 70 tons was placed onto the 
foundation in just several hours. 

new technology allows installing the station as quickly as 
possible and meets the international safety standards. The 
project was developed jointly by a group of companies 
Gorimpex and the French company Poma. 

The lower station is located at the altitude of 1,657 
meters, the upper - 2,240 meters above sea level. The length 
of the line is 2,402 meters. The cable car will be equipped 
with eight- seats gondolas, with the capacity up to 2,400 
people per hour. The official opening was planned for March 
this year. 

www.skiexpo.ru

www.g-barnaul.ru

www. km.ru
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Photo: the station was placed onto the foundation in just 
several hours

Photo: Gora Sobolinaya ski resort 

Photo: Puzhalova Gora hotel

Cableway in Arkhyz

russia’s president vladimir putin visited the 
Krasnaya polyana ski resort in Sochi. 

Vladimir Putin and Governor of the Krasnodar region 
Alexander Tkachev inspected the new infrastructure 
facilities and ski tracks in Krasnaya Polyana 

They negotiated in the Mountain lodge camp. During the 
meeting they discussed the quality of snow cover and the 
situation with snow cannons.

Tourists were lucky to take pictures of the Russian 
President. 

www.tvc.ru

Photo: The Mountain Shelter complex

Vladimir Putin Visits  
Krasnaya Polyana Ski Resort

Snowboard Park in Barnaul barnaul is a city where a leading russian 
company engaged in snowboarding sports 
decided to build a park at its own expense. 

The official Russian distributor of snowboard brand Burton 
- Yuma ltd., initially conducted the on-line voting. According 
to its results, Barnaul was among the 13 leading cities. 
Finally, the Snowboard Park appeared in the ski complex of 
Avalman.

In order to build the park Burton invited European 
experts. One of the main goals of such parks is to increase 
the number of snowboard fans. 

The construction of a park took a week, people who 
constructed the facility are called "shapers". In this 
particular case, there were two shapers from Moscow and one 
- from Europe. The park is divided into two zones, the 
so-called lines. The park is free to attend, its visitors have to 
pay only for the use of chairlift services. 

Russian Resorts Have 
European Prices

analysts  say that that the prices at ski resorts 
in russia and Europe are nearly the same.

The double room at the Mratkino ski resort in the South urals 
is 2,300 rubles per day. The Gora Sobolinaya hotel in Baikalsk 
Irkutsk region offer accommodation for 2,900 rubles per day, 
Puzhalova Gora in Gorokhovets (Vladimir region) - 1,800 rubles per 
day, and the same room in Milaya Gora in Ivanovo costs about 
3,000 rubles per day.

However, for the same money you can find rooms in popular 
ski resorts in Europe. For example, a double room at Zermatt, hotel 
in Switzerland costs 2,900 rubles, in St. Anton, Austria - 3,000 
rubles, in Cervinia, Italy - 3,100 rubles a day. There are two 
important aspects for Russian tourists to consider – 
accommodation cost and travel cost. This is even more important. 
Travel costs and visa procedures often prevent Russian tourists 
from visiting European ski resorts, although there are quite 
attractive offers.

The Bulgarian resort Borovets is the leader among the most 
inexpensive European resorts. According to analysts, a six-day 
ski pass there costs 124 Euros, and the hotel room costs 28 Euros 
per day.The five most affordable resorts are: the Czech mountain 
resort - Spindleruv Mlyn, Slovenian Bohinj, Poiana Brasov in 
Romania, and Popova Shapkain Macedonia. Thus, the resorts in 
Central and Eastern Europe are the most profitable in the current 
winter season. 
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When planning outdoor activities such as spring skiing or snow-
boarding, more and more russians choose domestic resorts.

According to the online booking system Oktogo.ru 
among the Russian ski resorts the most popular the resorts 
of Krasnodar region: Krasnaya Polyana and Dombay. 

Top 10 countries for spring skiing are France, Austria, 
Russia, Finland, Bulgaria, Andorra, Italy, Switzerland, norway 
and the uSA. The top list is based on hotel booking data 
over the past three months.

“The popularity of European ski resorts is well founded 
due to the excellent quality of tracks and excellent quality 
–price ratio, as well as a variety of entertainment 
possibilities after skiing – said member of Oktogo.ru Olga 
Favarizova. – On the other hand, we have noted a 
significant increase of interest to the Russian resorts, 
especially located in the Krasnodar region“.

Experts of Oktogo.ru analyzed prices in the popular ski 
resorts of European countries and concluded that mass 

tourists prefer to choose inexpensive hotels that are closer 
to the ski slopes, as well as to places of rest after skiing.

Russian tourists prefer native resorts also because of the 
lack of language barriers and difficulties in planning a trip. 
Prices vary and depend primarily on the conditions.

Rapidly developing ski resort of Krasnaya Polyana is one 
of the most popular. According Oktogo.ru, during the 
season it attracts more than 30 thousand tourists.

Krasnaya Polyana today offers many chalets, hotels, and 
restaurants. At the ski resorts of Gornaya Karusel, Alpika 
Service, Gazprom and Rose Khutor their modern chairlifts 
serve the ski slopes with a total height difference of 1,680 
meters and a length of about 14 km.

Each ski resort has its own lifts and related 
infrastructure.  Prices in March for a room vary from 3,500 
to 9,000 rubles per night, depending on hotel location. 

Armkhi is the first ski track in Ingushetia

the first ski resort has been built in the dis-
trict of health complex armkhi, at an altitude 
of 1,500 meters above sea level.

The intake capacity of the resort is one thousand tourists 
per day. Guests can stay in comfortable hotel rooms.

Route length is 1200 meters; this route is suitable for both 
amateur and professional skiers who prefer extreme skiing. And 
what is more this track can be used by people with disabilities. 
At the resort operates comfortable chairlift of 750 meters. At 
the upper point you will find caf with dishes of the national 
cuisine. Equipment for skiing can be rent at the resort. 

www.spb.itar-tass.com

Russians Prefer Ski Resorts of Krasnodar Region www.itar-tasskuban.ru
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Photo: the mountains of Ingushetia

Presentation of the Veduchi  
Ski Resort 
the chechen republic presented in Moscow its 
project of the veduchi Ski resort.

All-season ski resort Veduchi in the Itum-Kale District of 
Chechnya is planned to be open in 2014. Along with 20 
chalets “in the national architectural style,” 19 ski tracks of 
46 km with varying degrees of difficulty with the capacity of 
12 thousand skiers per hour, nine ski lifts and other pleasant 
tourist facilities - for example, a spa center or a heated open-
air pool, the future resort will be able to handle 4,800 guests 
at a time. 
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www.interfax-russia.ru
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Under the agreement, General Electric has 
become the general partner of the russian 
national ski and snowboard team and official 
partner of the Federation.

Ski Resort for Blind Athletes  
Opens in Tambov

a unique ski resort has opened in tambov. it 
consists of two ski slopes with various difficulty 
levels of 350 m and 250 m.

These tracks were constructed taking into account the 
specific movements of athletes with disabilities. In 
particular, there are no steep climbs and turns. The thing 
is that Paralympic athletes and normal athletes can use 
this slope simultaneously. Paralympic athletes need to 
focus on the voice command of their leader, who is 
moving ahead and communicates with the blind athletes 
with a help of special portable radio set. 

www.sportcom.ru

GE has been a World Partner of the Olympic Games since 2005, 
and in the frame of this cooperation the company supported 
national federations of Great Britain, the uSA and China. 

GE can provide a high-tech imaging equipment to help 
doctors diagnose and treat injures that sportsmen get during 
the competitions.

GE intends to develop cooperation with the Russian national 
team. The company is ready to provide support to the team, 
particularly in the field of diagnostic and medical testing of 
athletes.

GE logo and symbols will be presented during all the events 
of the 2013-2014 season, as well as branding of team uniform.

The Agreement with General Electric, along with other non-
budgetary sources can help the Federation in different activities. 

The other official partners of the Federation: the Oil Company 
Tatneft, the internet provider Yota, a group of companies 
Rosengineering, and Audi Russia. 

www. snowbd.ru

Photo: members of the Russian National 
Snowboard team

according to top managers of the Federal 
agency for tourism, the mountain resorts of 
the north caucasus will become a catalyst to 
develop the russian domestic tourism.

The development of infrastructure and security of tourists 
are the most important issues for the new mountain cluster.

Meanwhile, last year, for the first time for the tourism 
industry experts fixed that more than a billion tourists 
traveled around the world. Experts noted new tendency - 
tourist preferences shifted from west to east, regarding this 
Russia has great potential.

Specialists of Agency for Tourism predict the 10% grow  
of inbound and outbound tourists flows in Russia in 2013. 
Depending on the situation in north Africa is likely to 
increase the number of Russian tourists in Egypt. Thailand 
will be popular as well. It is also expected that will grow the 
number of tourists from China - last year, it increased by 46%. 
We have some doubts about attracting tourists from Europe 
because of the tough economic situation in the Euro-zone 
and Cyprus. 

deputy prime Minister dmitry Kozak, 
approved the program of the post-olympic 
use of Sochi facilities.

It is assumed that almost all sports facilities will pass 
into the possession of Ministry of Sports. Arena for figure 
skating will convert into a cycle track. Training ice arena 
for hockey will be transported to the Stavropol region, it 
will become the property of the region.

Central stadium of 40,000 seats in Sochi will be the 
property of Krasnodar region. It will host sporting events 
(such as the football World Cup in 2018), as well as other 
events, including concerts.

The skating center is expected to be converted into the 
exhibition center and it will stay in Krasnodar region. In 
addition, the regional authorities will get the media center 
that will serve as a shopping and entertainment center 
with a hotel. Media villages will be converted into the hotel 
of 324 rooms and houses of 4,200 apartments.

As for the private investors, for example ural Mining and 
Metallurgical Company has decided to donate the Shayba 
Arena to Sochi. 

www. lenta.ru

www.rg.ru

Federal Agency for Tourism to 
Develop Russian Ski Resorts
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Golf Tournament on Helicopters

Ski club near Moscow hosted a unique event: a 
golf tournament on the helicopters.

Two teams flew on Robinson helicopters; the “players” 
used a 16-meter clubs, weighing approximately 15 kg. Golf 
ball with a diameter slightly greater than 1 meter players 
needed to roll to the snow gates. The winning team was 
awarded. The tournament was held with the celebration 
of the Russian Maslenitsa, competitions in winter sports 
and tests of new ski products. 

www.travel.ru
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The Russian Alpine Ski and Snowboard 
Federation Signes Cooperation  
Agreement with GE

Post-Olympic Program to Serve 
legacy of Sochi venues
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The Road to Olympic Venues
the so called "road of seven bridges" connects 
ski resorts of alpika-Service and rose Khutor. 

This 10-kilometer section of the road was paved in 
complex mountain conditions and has no analogues in the 
world. It provides access to the Olympic ski and bobsleigh 
tracks, snowboard park and freestyle center.

The transport system in Sochi perhaps is one of the main 
issues in preparation for the competitions; the city will 
gather thousands of participants and spectators from around 
the world. It is very important to ensure the free transfer 
between venues and places of accommodation. It is possible 
through the construction of new and reconstruction of 
existing transport infrastructure. There is a new system of 
roads in the Imeretin Valley where the Olympic park will be 
located.

The access roads to the Olympic venues in the mountain 
cluster run through several bridges and two tunnels. 

Several kilometers of track was replaced by cable way of 
the new 3S system, this technology is used for the first time 
in Russia. One cabin will accommodate up to 30 people, and 
lift can carry up to five thousand people per hour. use of the 
lift will significantly reduce emissions into the atmosphere in 
the Sochi national Park.

In addition, it’s planned to construct the combined (rail 
and traffic) road 49 km in length. It will be mainly located on 
the left bank of the Mzymta River. One-track and two-track 
train movement will be arranged along the route. And the 
route along the Mzymta River will be constructed using 
overpasses, bridges, dikes and tunnels. Trains following this 
route will be able to reach a speed of 160 km/hour. 

www.ffr-ski.ru
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The northern Caucasus Resorts 
Company to Expand Its Borders

Stavropol region will join the tourist zone, along 
with the north caucasus Federal district, 
Krasnodar region and the republic of adygeya. 

As of today, the cluster includes a special economic zone 
near Pyatigorsk city. On an area of 843 ha, it is planned to build 
tha Grand Spa Yutsa resort. The complex will include spa hotels, 
golf courses, and waterpark.

negotiations concerning the Stavropol region joining the 
cluster started in 2011. There are 132 health resorts and 
sanatoriums with capacity about 33,500 people operating in the 
region. The annual tourist attendance including private sector 
amounts to 1 million people. Photo: Grand Spa Yutsa project
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ConCept
IX International congress of winter sports, tourism 

and active recreation is cheduled for May 2013, Sochi
The International congress of winter sports, tourism 

and active recreation   takes place every year since 2006 
upon an initiative of the Autonomous non-commercial 
Organization - The Country of Sports Forum supported by 
the Ski industry union

key distinCtive features of the iX international Congress 
of winter sports, tourism and aCtive reCreation
•  Communication with authorities and representatives of 

winter sports federations
•  Opportunity to enrich your technical knowledge during 

seminars, roundtables, and master-classes
• Experience exchange between the managers of ski resorts, 

ice arenas, and other sports facilities
• Exhibitions and workshops
• Opportunity to buy equipment at special prices
• The Congress Awards Ceremony

business program of the Congress 2012
1. Roundtables: “Instruments of public-private 
partnership schemes in the winter sports industry and 
tourism”, “Interdepartmental legal conflicts while 
creating winter sports venues”, “Effective interaction 
of sports and leisure facilities, government agencies, 
social organizations, sports schools with sponsors.”
2. Master-classes: “Technical and operational 

services of the Ice-arenas. Minimization of venues 
maintenance cost. Staff training”, “Smart resort – 
“Rider” resort” proper use of automation systems”.

3. The Ski industry Union Awards Ceremony.
4. Seminars: “Sports facilities and the effective sales 

management “, “Events on the territory of sports 
facility”, “Actual presence of the ski resort in the 
Internet: characteristics and aspects of the ski 
industry web sites.”

5. Technical master classes: “International 
experience of sport facility management: improving 
commercial management and technical operation”.

PartNers of the coNgress 2012
The general partner – Ingossrtakh insurance 

company, the official partners – Delta Controls and 
ISD, media partners – Kommersant FM, Marketing 
Communications Agency Sports Power, Ski industry 
Union of the Russian Federation,  ITAR-TASS news 
agency, RIA Tourism, Sports news agency ASN, Web 
portal NeDoma.ru , Russia Today TV channel, Radio 
of Russia-Bashkortostan, periodicals Sports day by day 
and Sport-Express, as well as magazines Sportmagazin, 
Construction & Оperation of Sports Venues, the Russian 
Winter, Ski Industry of Russia.

IX International Congress  
of Winter Sports, Tourism  
and Active Recreation 

INformatIoN
viii international congress of winter sports, 
tourism and active recreation 2012 was 
held in two cities: on June 6-7, 2012 in Ufa, 
with the support of the Government of the 
republic of bashkortostan, and the second 
phase - on June 7-9, 2012 in Magnitogorsk 
in the health resort of yubileyny with the 
support of the Government of the 
chelyabinsk region and the Magnitogorsk 
Metal and Steel Works.
in 2012, the congress was attended by  
250 participants and guests.

ii will be hotter in 2013
IX International Congress of winter sports, tourism 

and active recreation will take place in Sochi in May, 
2013, prior to the Olympic Games 2014 which will allow 
participants of the Congress to gain a better experience.

loCation
IX International Congress of winter sports, tourism and 

active recreation 2013 will take place at the unique ski resort 
Krasnaya Polyana. Krasnaya Polyana is a village with its own 
long history that now attracts thousands of visitors. It is the 
resort of international standard located close to the airport  
(40 km from Sochi) and to the Black Sea coast, with 
comfortable hotels, modern infrastructure and world-class ski 
resorts. All this attracts visitors from all around the world.

business program of the Congress 2013
The Business Program includes exhibitions, visits to the 

Olympic venues of Sochi, entertainment events, the Congress 
Awards Ceremony - the Leaders of Sports Industry. In 2013, the 
Congress will present a special "Presentation section”, where 
everyone can present and advertise his own company.

This sport event brings together representatives of federal 
and regional powers, top managers of sports federations, winter 
sports facilities, business sector, and sports media. The format of 
the business program of the Congress allows forming an active 
dialog between the representatives of all areas related to the 
winter sports industry. They will have an opportunity to discuss 
the most pressing issues and solve problems of the industry. 
This year, the Congress was included in the list of socially 
important events of the Ministry of Sports of the Russian 
Federation.  This will give us additional opportunity to raise the 
most critical and topical issues. 

offiCial operator: SportAkademReklama LLC. 24 Elektrozavodskaya St., Moscow, Russia,107023
Tel. +7 495 411 9113, 649 3316, 640 8850, maksimova@s-f-r.ru, www.wintercongress.ru

greeting of the minister of sport of the russian federation to partiC-
ipants of the international 
Congress of winter sports, tourism and aCtive reCreation – 2013

dEar collEaGUES!
i would like to welcome all the participants of international congress of 
winter sports, tourism and active recreation. i am sure that by tradition Sochi 
will gather up leading russian and foreign experts, representing federal and 
regional authorities in order to discuss the key questions of development of 
winter sports, and to assist promoting sport values in the modern life. 
the Soviet sport system was the best in the world, and so it is today.  Sportsmen 
from the USSr showed better results than the USa and china in terms of medals 
during the last london 
olympics. national teams of the former USSr republics won 47 gold, 44 silver 
and 73 bronze medals! the Ministry of Sport of the russian Federation assists 
in forming healthy life and creates optimal conditions for sport talent educa-
tion hand in hand with with public and business community.
according to the development Strategy of physical culture and sport in the rus-
sian Federation, 40% of russia's population should be involved in regular sport 
training by 2020. Sport infrastructure has incredible speed of growing, and i 
have no doubt that we will be able to decide all the problems of sport sector.
i am sure that  ix international congress of winter sports, tourism and active 
recreation will develop traditions and the dialog between the leaders of russia's 
sport industry market.

IX International Congress of winter sports, tourism and active recreation wil be held in Sochi on May 22-24, 
2013, Sochi
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irina Zhokina, deputy direCtor, sportpromstroy llC:
SportAkademReklama is 15 years old, and our company 

has been its partner with it for approximately 12 years. We 
appreciate everything that SportAkademReklama did and 
does to promote our business in the sports area. I would 
like to tell even more: It is a very reliable partner and 
our friends. That's why I express my deep respect for the 
company's activity and sincerely wish success and further 
productive use of their creative and organization talent to 
the whole team.

pavel koZlov, Chief speCialist, researCh and 
produCtion Company khimkholodservis llC:

Organizing curling for partners was an amazing and a 
non-trivial idea! The hero of the anniversary really knows 
how to attract and keep the customer. If I am invited again, I 
will participate with pleasure.

roman dasChinsky, head of the sports department, 
the diamond Company: 

The event was great! I am full of pleasant impressions, –  
I appreciated the event – The meeting format was chosen 
well, the event was completely different, informal. The of-
ficial part was included as well, but it wasn't boring. The hosts 
of the event did their best, the program was amusing, and 
there was a quite rich and amazing buffet. The atmosphere 
was very pleasant and comfortable, and you could see it 
looking on the faces of the guests. The situation was en-
couraging both for informal socializing and for establishing 
business contacts. The appearance of Vyachslav Starshinov, 
of course, was a pleasant surprise as well. It is clear that the 
company does not stagnate, and creative ideas will surprise 
the customers in the future. Your aspirations and endeavors 
are close to us in their spirit, in their soul, so we all support 
the hero of the day and wish further prosperity. 

SportAkademReklama, a true leader of B2B in sports,  which 
publishes magazines such as Construction & Operation of 
Sports Venues, Sport Magazin, and Ski Industry, celebrated 
its anniversary in late January. A number of special guests, 
customers, partners, and mass media came to congratulate 
our successful company and its top managers. 
The key moment of the celebration was the curling 
tournament organized by the publishing house for the 
numerous guests. The celebration was a success!

SportAkademReklama 
Celebrates Its 15th 
Anniversary

Photo 1: Jubilee celebration pie

Photo 2: roman daschinsky, head of sports department, diamond Company

Photo 3: from the left – irina Zhokina, deputy director, sportpromstroy llC 

Photo 4: in the middle: aleksandr veretennikov, owner of the Zayachya gorka ski resort

Photo 5: ekaterina malysheva,  

head of the accounts department, 

linguaXtrem

Photo 6: honored medals

Photo 7: vladimir Zelenin, manager of 

the integrated security systems 

department, grand prix company

Photo 8: maria kononova, head of pr 

department, mfitness llC

Photo 9: olga panish and mikhail 

matveev, mbt

Photo 10: artem stepanov,  

marketing specialist, thorn lightning
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aleksandr veretennikov, owner of the "ZayaChya 
gorka" ski resort:

I have never played curling before and my team was the 
winner. Of course, it is pleasant. But I also wanted to stress 
that the anniversary event showed the strengths of the 
SportAkademReklama company. Everybody - the employ-
ees team, the guests and the invited people - encouraged 
positive emotions, and everything was showing that the 
company's policy was correct. Good work! The organi-
zation, the VIPs, the meeting format, the buffet and the 
curling instructors – everything deserves the best praises. 
I wish the company to keep up! I also wish them to meet 
partners more often, to gather colleagues from the industry 
more often, so we could discuss problems which are com-
mon and beneficial for everybody. This way we could learn 
how useful we can be for each other.

ekaterina malysheva, head of the aCCounts 
department, linguaXtream:

I liked the event very much. First of all, the format is 
interesting. Combining an anniversary celebration, a busi-
ness meeting and a curling competition is a great idea. 
Everything was well organized: at first we have active com-
petitions, then we solialize in a relaxed atmosphere. I wish 
SportAkademReclama prosperity, business success and 
further development.

vladimir Zelenin, manager of the integrated seCurity 
systems department, grand priX Company:

I am very glad that I could visit this event. The event was 
organized at the top level. Business partners weer commu-
nicating in a pleasant atmosphere which encouraged new 
acquaintances and establishing mutually profitable con-
tacts. I want to particularly note the well-consolidated and 
kind-hearted team of SportAkademReklama, they could 
find approach to all guests and did not leave anyone to be 
bored. The tournament was truly involving, the competi-
tion was truly sportive. Even though our team was only the 
second, for me as for a team captain it was very interesting 
to participate in such an event, and it is not a shame to lose 
to the host team!

We wish use success and prosperity!

olga panish, mikhail matveyev, mbt: 
We were glad to take part in the celebration of Spor-

tAkademReklama's anniversary. We liked the friendly 
and informal atmosphere at the event. We felt relaxed, 
all business talks were well combined with the buffet, 
and the curling competition fitted well into the event 
program.

maria kononova, head of pr department, mfitnes llC: 
I was glad to take part in the celebration of Spor-

tAkademReklama's 15th anniversary. We have been 
working together for a long time with your publications. 
It was very pleasant to get acquainted with the company's 

team, as well as with the colleagues from adjacent areas of 
activity. I would especially like to note the friendly informal 
atmosphere of the event, which allowed us to spend time 
not just at a profit, but with pleasure as well. 

Usually we meet within the framework of joint projects 
or at theme-related exhibitions, but this event allowed us 
to socialize with colleagues in an informal atmosphere. 
I would like to say special thanks for the unusual and 
unforgettable format of the event. Thank you for opening 
curling for us, this mysterious sport turned out to be very 
involving! 

Thank you for great celebration. I wish further prosperity 
to your company.

artyom stepanov, marketing speCialist from the 
marketing department, thorn lightning:

I thank the organizers of this partner meeting in a 
curling club. Thanks to this meeting I could comprehend 
the scale of our community. Each participant was able to 
find an occupation for himself: socializing, sharing news, 
sliding on the ice or looking for ice in a glass of whiskey 
- whatever was more appealing to them. For me it was the 
first curling experience. I was full of unforgettable im-
pressions. After this event I went to Leonid Tyagachev's 
club for mountain skiing, for the first time as well. By 
the way, the track in this club is lighted by Thorn lamps. 
This way business helps to broaden the horizons of sport 
experience.

 
andrey liborakin, advertising manager, yamaguChi:

I congratulate with all my heart the SportAkadem-
Reklama company. The anniversary was great: both the buf-
fet and curling. The atmosphere encouraged both informal 
and business talks. It was also pleasant to play side-by-side 
with the company's employees. It was the first time I've ever 
tried curling, and, if I ever have an opportunity, I will step 
on the ice again.

anna tsyplakova, direCtor's assistant (private entre-
preneur sukaCh):

I liked the company's anniversary. It was the first time I 
had ever participated in a curling match. It is a very origi-
nal and, for this reason, interesting sport. The competition 
did not just allow the guests to try themselves in a sport 
unknown to them, it was a great team building event: when 
people strive for a common goal - victory - it unites them.

artur filimoshkin, event manager, trymaX:
I congratulate your publishing house and I hope for the 

future profitable cooperation. Your anniversary surprised 
me with an unusual format, openness of the employees and 
warm atmosphere. The competition was fun and entertain-
ing. I hope the company will celebrate many more anniver-
saries. 

Photo 11: feel the game!

Photo 12: awarding

Photo 13: aleksandr sannikov,  

co-owner of yamaguchi

Photo 14: vyacheslav starshinov,  

head of association of sports industry 

enterprises, ninefold world Champion 

in ice hockey, head of spartak  

hockey Club
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Photo  15: maria kononova, head of pr department, mfitness llC

Photo  16: playing the game

Photo  17: ilya razin, executive director, sportakademreklama (to the left) and mikhail 

matveev, director of business development, shoes-mbtmoscow

Photo  18: ekaterina malysheva, head of the accounts department, linguaXtream

18.
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СОБыТИя | Конференция для представителей горнолыжных комплексов

Очередная конференция, уже третья по 
счету, собрала посетителей со всей России,  
а также гостей из Германии, Италии, Латвии. 
Всего было зарегистрировано около 150 
участников. Изюминкой мероприятия снова 
стали сравнительные тесты снежных пушек, 
также были проведены круглые столы для 
руководителей и инженеров. 

На соседнем курорте «Красное озеро» были 
организованы показательные выступления 
школы спасателей. На курорте «Снежный» 
прошли спортивные соревнования по горным 
лыжам среди участников конференции. 

На тестах свои снегогенераторы предста-
вили 4 фирмы – ЗАО «Скадо» (пушки SMI, 
модели Puma и Polecat), «ГорТехЦентр»  
(Areco standard), ООО «Интерстатусспорт» 
(Demaclenko Titan AMK) и ООО «Долина» 
(Demaclenko ST-380 и lenko RA-620).

Все четыре компании получили памятные 
кубки. Тем не менее, поскольку дать объектив-
ную оценку эффективности работы снежной 
пушки крайне сложно, результаты тестов не 
разглашаются. Эта информация должна 
остаться в узком кругу специалистов.

15-18 января 2013 на ГЛК «Золотая долина» прошла III Международная 
конференция имени А.Н.Ковалева «Практические вопросы эксплуатации 
горнолыжных комплексов».

Знаковое событие 
для горнолыжной индустрии

На пленарном заседании 
участниками конференции 
был учрежден «Горнолыжный 
союз России».

На заключительном банке-
те выступали известные арти-
сты, было поднято много 
тостов за процветание горно-
лыжной индустрии. 

На фото: Испытания 

снегогенераторов в 

вечернее время

На фото:

На тесте была представлена самая маленькая из семейства 

areCo (Швеция) снежная пушка areCo standart

eveNts | conference for leaders of alpine ski Industry 

Photo:

smi pole Cat snow 

guns are simple to 

use and operate. 

they do not require 

high quality water
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This was the third conference attende by visitors from all 
over Russia, as well as from Germany, Italy and latvia. About 
150 visitors in total were registered. 

The event once again highlighted were the comparative 
tests of snow making machines, there were also workshops 
for the management and for engineers. The exhibition 
performance of the lifeguard school was organized at 
the neighboring resort of Krasnoye Ozero. Alpine ski 
competitions among the conference participants were held 
at the Snezhny resort. 

At the tests four companies presented their snow making 
machines, – Skado (SMI machines, Puma and Polecat 
models), GorTekhCenter (Areco standard), Interstatussport 
(Demaclenko Titan AMK), and Dolina (Demaclenko  
ST-380 and lenko RA-620).

All four companies received honor cups. nevertheless, as 
it is extremely difficult to give an objective evaluation of any 
snow making machine's performance, the results of the tests 
were not announced. This information must remain known 
only to a small group of specialists.

The participants of the conference founded the Alpine Ski 
union of Russia at the plenary session.

A number of famous artists were performing at the final 
banquet, while the guests were optimistic about the future 
of the alpine ski industry. 

A Remarkable Event for 
alpinE SKi indUStry

Photo:
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The III International Conference On Practical Issues of Operating Alpine Ski 
Resorts, named after A.n.Kovalyov, was held at the Zolotaya Dolina alpine ski 
resort on January 15-18, 2013.
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New Projects  | the New Internet Portal New Projects  | the New Internet Portal

A new web-portal – the trading platform – opened in late March at the address www.sportmagazin.net.  
The new platform differs from other Internet shops because it targets the B2B segment, not personal 
customers. Businessmen will not have to look for and place their offers among explicitly "retail" quotes.
Creators of the portal from the SportAkademReklama company estimate that www.sportmagazin.net will 
successfully fill the gap that currently exists in the sports industry Internet sales niche.

Andrey Stepanov, Head of the project 
believes that www.sportmagazin.net wil be a 
success in the nearest future. "When I was 
thinking about this portal, I noticed that I do 
not search for electronics and a number of 
other goods and services in the Internet only. 
I saw specialized resources where I can get 
the idea about the variety of goods and prices 
at once, I can compare various parameters, 
read the opinions. I receive all information I 
need practically at one page and I can make 
my decision. When I was buying a batch of 
bicycles, I realized that there is no similar 
resource for wholesale trade in the sports 
field. I had personally check all sites, one 
after another, that were given to me by the 
search engine, in order to get the idea what I 
should choose. But if the engineering policy 
must be defined even when doing personal 
purchases, how can managers and business-
men work without a specialized information 
tool? So we decided to create such a tool".

www.sportmagazin.net will provide its 
visitors with the service for organizing ten-
ders which will make the search and selec-
tion of contractors, as well as conclusion of 
deals considerably easier.

Sports Industry Gets Started 
Where Sportmagazin Does 1. WEB-PORTAl  WWW.SPORTMAGAZIn.nET

SPORTS MARKETInG SPECIAlISTS HAVE CREATED  
THE InDuSTRY ElECTROnIC MARKET

andrey stepanov,

Head of www.sportmagazin.net
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New Projects  | the New Internet Portal

the whole sports family
One of the goals of the portal is to gather at one platform 

the organizations and entrepreneurs who are the target audi-
ence for each other. Various wholesale and retail trade compa-
nies, private entrepreneurs, sports schools, sport clubs, teams 
and leagues, builders of sports facilities, suppliers of equipment, 
materials and supplies for sports facilities, sports committees 
and many others will gather at www.sportmagazin.net . 

It is logical that the platform where it is possible to search 
for partners, clients and suppliers, provides great opportunities 
for targeted advertisement. By placing information about 
themselves at www.sportmagazin.net, companies and entrepre-
neurs who work in the sports industry actually appeal to the 
whole industry at once.

When the suppliers of synthetic grass and sports coverings, 
fitness machines, sports equipment, information displays, illu-
mination devices and systems place information about them-
selves at www.sportmagazin.net, they become known to all 
potential customers simultaneously. Proponents and partici-
pants of construction and restoration projects for sports infra-
structure facilities (including stadiums, playgrounds, fitness 
centers and sports complexes, specialized stores, warehouses 
and hotels) will know about their offers.

The manager of the stadium or the sports facility construc-
tion project will be able to choose an equipment and materials 
supplier through search and through organizing a tender for 
good supply or execution of work.

1. trading floor  

www.sportmagazin.net offers you services to help conduct tenders, which will 

significantly facilitate the search and selection of contractors, as well as deal signing

2. target audience of the portal 

Producers, distributors, and consumers of sporting goods, equipment, and services 

2 16 124
7 641

6 831

3 995 28 716

Manager of the Marketing 
Department of www.sportmagazin.
net, says: "I like some of the web-
sites about cars because they unite 
all aspects of a single area, you can 
buy a car, order transportation, find 
a service, a forum for socializing 
and learn the latest news of the 
industry. We have united all possi-
bilities of the sports industry in our 
portal. Here we have the catalogue 
of goods, tenders, services, socializ-
ing at the forum and the latest and 
the most interesting news of our 
area." 

kseniya tretyakova,

Manager of the Marketing 

Department of  

www.sportmagazin.net

news, valuations, analytiCs
The visitors of the portal will not have to navigate through 

the offers only using their own personal experience and intu-
ition. Specialized tools will help, they all are provided by www.
sportmagazin.net:
•	 subject surveys, news and analytical materials prepared by the 

portal's editorial staff together with the experts, and by the 
market players; 

•	 buyer's opinions on the products and the suppliers; 
•	 rating of sellers and buyers, based on opinions and 5-point 

evaluation scale, from registered users who made deals with 
other participants of the trade platform;

•	 comparative table of goods which is compiled automatically 
when goods from a single category are added in the compari-
son list.
"The portal helps you find things which you have never 

thought to look for in the first place", says Kseniya tretyakova. 
– That is why we have the "new" and "Special Offers" sections 
there. I search through similar sections in any area before look-
ing though goods in the catalog. Often the most interesting 
offers are found there. Offers in the "new" section do not stay 
more than for one month, outdated information will not stay 
here. I try to learn all latest trends, even  if it is only to have 
information. I think this will be useful for any manager."

After launching the pilot version of the project, the creators 
of www.sportmagazin.net will expand the number of services 
and sections in the future. In the long run this resource will 
allow to make any sports project in the Internet after finding the 
idea, partners, personnel, equipment and clients at one platform.

1

12.07%   Moscow

45.36%  Russia

6.31%     CIS

10.79%   Europe

25.47%   Other countries



Well, first, we feel the lack of funding. Our Federation has 
a certain set of goals to achieve. We develop elite and mass 
sports, but we also pay much attention to Russia's regions 
where it is sometimes hard to understand local authorities. 
The top priority for us is to create regional systems to pro-
mote our sports. If the regional authorities really want to do 
something in this direction, then we can solve financial prob-
lems. There is always a possibility to spend money to develop 
ski and snowboard sports. Even if the money is not enough. 
The facilities are expensive these days. A typical cableway 
costs approximately 2-3 million Euros. To say nothing about 
snow systems, and tracks. 10 million Euros in total. As for 
modern ski resorts, the energy, power and engineering infra-
structure cost a lot of money as well. 

what can you say about the existing federal programs to 
develop winter sports in russia?

The federal programs have been prepared to develop cer-
tain sports in certain regions of the country. The Ministry of 
Sports wants each region to develop certain sports locally 
depending on the existing traditions. The regional authori-
ties have enough powers to follow various financial schemes 
to use the federal budget. The Federation and the Ministry of 
Sports tell each region of the country what kinds of sports to 
develop. In some cases, we tell the regional leaders that they 
have enough good athletes locally. For example, Russia has 
83 regions. Ski and snowboard sports have been developed in 
53 regions. We have branches of our Federation there, and we 
organize official competitions and train athletes locally. The 
key regions are the Far East, Siberia, and the urals. Other ter-
ritories develop other sports. Frankly, I do not think that 
Yakutia should start developing synchronized swimming. 
There should be some logic.  
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Now we are proud to say 
that the Krasnaya Polyana 
ski resort with the Olympic 
track has everything that is 

needed to host high – class global com-
petitions.
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svetlana, could you please inform our readers about the main 
achievements of the russian alpine ski and snowboard 
federation that took place in 2012?

The first thing I would like to highlight is that Russia has 
won the right to host the World Cup in alpine skiing for men 
and women. now we are proud to say that the Krasnaya 
Polyana ski resort with the Olympic track has everything that 
is needed to host high – class global competitions. Second, I 
would like to mention that the Russian national teams started 
to demonstrate good results. We can see the progress, and we 
are sure to have a very promising national team in the nearest 
future. The youngest athletes show good results as well, so 
they have everything to train and win medals. The press pays 
enough attention to the competitions that we organize. What 
is even more important, Russia is actively restoring children's 
sports schools, both – new and existing ones.  

what are the major obstacles that affect the above – men-
tioned plans?

We can see that football and ice hockey are becoming more 
and more popular across the country. The Ministry of Sports 
has been realizing a number of federal and local programs. 
We should definitely have a similar program to develop skiing 
and snowboarding! We stay in contact with Russia's Minister 
of Sports Vitaly Mutko. The financial support of the Ministry 
helps finance national teams. However, we need more 
reserves. We understand that the teams of all levels fight for 
medals and will represent Russia at the Olympics – 2014 in 
Sochi. The same athletes will go to the next Olympics, but 
that is all they can do. We need new athletes in order to be 
sure in the future. We need a number of national teams of 
several levels and ages: A, B, and C. One of those teams 
should participate in global competitions, the second one – 
in Europe, and the third one – in championships organized  
by the FIS.

è

Russia has become a leader of ski and snowboard 
sports. The country is ready to host a wide range of 
global competitions, including professional, amateur, 
and children championships. The Russian Alpine Ski 
and Snowboard Federation does its best to develop 
mass and children's sports in the country. Today, we 
discuss the latest developments and problems with 
Svetlana Gladysheva, President of the Federation.

Svetlana Gladysheva:
"Our Federation gives 
new momentum to the ski 
industry"

Text:  
Vladimir Kolosov
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who have not yet joined Russia's national team. novogorsk 
and Sochi possess enough facilities to train athletes in the 
summer. The facilities and services are comparable to the 
best foreign ones. Another good thing is that we always feel 
support of the Ministry of Sports.

what are the relations between ski resorts and sports schools 
for your athletes?

The Federation has established good contacts with ski 
resorts in the country, such as the lake Bath and Beaver log. 
We organize regular sporting events of different levels. The 
regional authorities are also interested in those competitions. 
There are 32 regional ski teams in Russia with 400 athletes. 
This is a very good result. At the same time, not many ski 
resort managers have children's sports schools at their dispos-
al. It seems logical to have schools residing at ski resorts.  
A very good example is Okhta – Park in St. Petersburg. They  
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do not have the best ski slopes, but they have a desire to 
develop their local school. The same about Krasnoyarsk.  
They just do the right things. There are schools in Kirovsk, 
Beloretsk, and Sterlitamak. I remember the days when the 
school in Beloretsk, Bashkortostan, was training approximately 
30% of athletes of Russia's national team. After that, it was a 
period of stagnation. The schools need to come back to what 
they were in the past. There should be schools residing at Rose 
Farm in Sochi. It is understood that the regional authorities in 
Sochi are preoccupied with the Olympics, so it is not the right 
time to make them think about children's ski schools right 
now. However, I am sure that after the 2014 Olympics they 
will pay more attention to those issues. Our Federation gives 
new momentum to the ski industry. We organize workshops 
and seminars for coaches and referees. We have established a 
very efficient scheme to work with children's schools and ski 
resorts. We believe that the coming Olympics in Sochi will only 
help us in this field.

Can we say that public – private partnership schemes are 
often used in the ski industry of russia? 

We have the federal program, so we can always find ways to 
solve problems. There is no need to build expensive cable-
ways. We can use simple and inexpensive elevators instead. 
Another thing is image. Commercial side is important, but 
it is not everything. Ski resorts should not work with pro-
fessional athletes only. They should pay more attention to 
young skiers as well. From this point of view, I can call it 
public – private partnership schemes. The key issue is to 
develop mass sports. let us take Krasnoyarsk. They have  
a ski resort that is private. At the same time, they success-
fully serve local children and their sports school. In my 
opinion, this is normal interaction between private owners 
and schools. Although businesspersons always think about 
making profit, the local government should be able to look 
ahead and work for the future. For instance, any ski resort 
owner can give local children at least half a day on 
Saturday to host competitions. Adults should also come  
to see the events. During the same day, the owners can use 
the ski tracks on a commercial basis. A ski school in ufa, 
Bashkortostan, is a municipal property, but it is based on  
a commercial ski resort. The municipal powers pay costs 
associated with activities of the school, but its athletes 
practice separately according to their individual schedule. 
Each resort has many ski tracks and slopes. Therefore the 
slope can be reserved for local sports academies for 4-5 
hours a day. I do not think this is a big problem, one just 
need to understand that there is a goal to develop mass 
sports in the region. Foreign athletes know perfectly well 
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has russia's first ever world – class track in sochi changed 
plans of our athletes?

Sochi has a huge problem, which is its climate. We can 
train our athletes in Sochi for only a few months. The ski 
season starts late and ends up earlier than it is needed. 
namely, it starts in October. We would love to spend more 
time in Sochi, but it is impossible. nevertheless, we have 
good relations with the Sochi Administration. I would like  
to mention our close cooperation with the Interros holding 
company headed by Mr. Vladimir Potanin. He loves sports and 
active lifestyle. Our Federation has signed agreements with 
President Putin and Prime Minister Medvedev. We have strong 
support from the FIS. Gian - Franco Kasper not so long ago 
personally supported the idea to held regular International 
and European competitions in Rose Farm (Roza Khutor) near 
Sochi. Athletes should be better acquainted with Sochi's 
Olympic tracks. This is particularly important for children 

What is even more important, 
Russia is actively restoring 
children's sports schools, both – 
new and existing ones.

The ski resorts are quite expensive 
these days. The energy, power, and 
engineering infrastructure cost a lot 
of money. A typical cableway costs ap-

proximately 2-3 million Euros. To say nothing 
about snow systems, and tracks. 10 million 
Euros in total
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when, in your opinion, the russian ski industry passed the 
lowest point in its development?

I think that it happened in the early 2000s. We invited for-
eign coaches, and we have talented athletes. When our 
Federation started to function, we created a structured model 
and methodology to develop our sports. We established con-
tacts with Russia's regions. I am a member of the Board of 
Trustees, whose main task is to raise additional funds to the 
Federation. This will create more opportunities for our athletes 
to travel abroad in the summer. We manage our athletes almost 
360 days a year. 
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sPort at skI resorts  | firsthand

how their municipal powers help them. It is different here 
in Russia, unfortunately. Another thing is that parents typ-
ically pay for their children in the West. They are capable of 
doing that at their own expense. local businesses and 
municipalities actively participate in a number of programs. 
Russia is still passing a transition period from the total 
state control towards public funding. We all see a huge gap 
between old and new times in Russia.

what are the key problems facing the russian ski and snow-
board industry?

First, Russia is not a mountainous country. The existing 
mountains often lack equipment and snowmaking systems. 
Skiers prefer artificial snow. Technologically, it looks like 
that: natural snow is mixed with artificial snow produced by 
snow guns. This is quite expensive, but there is no way to 
avoid it. Approximately 60-70% of the Russian children are 
forced to ski without snowmaking. This is the reason why our 
athletes are not the best in the world. Equipment is a big 
problem here. We are constantly talking about the problem of 
making snow in the summer. Mr. Vladimir Potanin seems to 
fully understand the situation and is ready to provide our 
athletes with the summer snow, especially in the Altai. That 
is why the Russian skiers have to travel to training camps 
located in the South. I mean, not the South of Russia, but 
South America and Australia, where it is possible to practice 
in summer. The same with Chile where it is possible to ski in 
July when the local temperature is about 25 degrees centi-
grade. Another serious problem is that Russia has not enough 
coaches in alpine skiing and snowboarding. More over, not all 
of them are paid well. until recently, the Russian universities 
were teaching students using hand books published 40 years 
ago! Therefore, it is not surprising that we are having a situa-
tion like that. Young coaches after graduating from high 
schools should be well paid because they need to plan their 
private life. They should be highly motivated thinking about 
their careers. Otherwise, it will be difficult to make children 
love ski and snowboard that are becoming more and more 
popular in this country. The children are typically not afraid 
to ski. They love to go to sports schools. They are not scared 
of injuries. Their parents are, that is true. My mother, by the 
way, was afraid of that. not me. 

sPort at skI resorts  | firsthand

Our Federation gives 
new momentum to 
the ski industry. We 
organize workshops 

and seminars for coaches and 
referees. We have established 
a very efficient scheme to work 
with children's schools and ski 
resorts. We believe that the 
coming Olympics in Sochi will 
only help us in this field.

Local businesses and 
municipalities actively 
participate in a 
number of programs. 

Russia is still passing a 
transition period from the 
total state control towards 
public funding. We all see a 
huge gap between old and 
new times in Russia.
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Well, first, we feel the lack of funding. Our Federation has 
a certain set of goals to achieve. We develop elite and mass 
sports, but we also pay much attention to Russia's regions 
where it is sometimes hard to understand local authorities. 
The top priority for us is to create regional systems to pro-
mote our sports. If the regional authorities really want to do 
something in this direction, then we can solve financial prob-
lems. There is always a possibility to spend money to develop 
ski and snowboard sports. Even if the money is not enough. 
The facilities are expensive these days. A typical cableway 
costs approximately 3.2 million Euros. To say nothing about 
snow systems, and tracks. 10 million Euros in total. As for 
modern ski resorts, the energy, power and engineering infra-
structure cost a lot of money as well. 

What can you say about the existing federal programs to 
develop winter sports in Russia?

The federal programs have been prepared to develop cer-
tain sports in certain regions of the country. The Ministry of 
Sports wants each region to develop certain sports locally 
depending on the existing traditions. The regional authori-
ties have enough powers to follow various financial schemes 
to use the federal budget. The Federation and the Ministry of 
Sports tell each region of the country what kinds of sports to 
develop. In some cases, we tell the regional leaders that they 
have enough good athletes locally. For example, Russia has 
83 regions. Ski and snowboard sports have been developed in 
53 regions. We have branches of our Federation there, and we 
organize official competitions and train athletes locally. The 
key regions are the Far East, Siberia, and the Urals. Other ter-
ritories develop other sports. Frankly, I do not think that 
Yakutia should start developing synchronized swimming. 
There should be some logic.  
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Now we are proud to say 
that the Krasnaya Polyana 
ski resort with the Olympic 
track has everything that is 

needed to host high – class global com-
petitions.

Sport at SKi reSortS | Sport at SKi reSortS | 

Svetlana, could you please inform our readers about the main 
achievements of the Federation that took place in 2012?

The first thing I would like to highlight is that Russia has 
won the right to host the World Cup in alpine skiing for men 
and women. Now we are proud to say that the Krasnaya 
Polyana ski resort with the Olympic track has everything that 
is needed to host high – class global competitions. Second, I 
would like to mention that the Russian national teams start-
ed to demonstrate good results. We can see the progress, and 
we are sure to have a very promising national team in the 
nearest future. The youngest athletes show good results as 
well, so they have everything to train and win medals. The 
press pays enough attention to the competitions that we 
organize. What is even more important, Russia is actively 
restoring children's sports schools, both – new and existing 
ones.  

What are the major obstacles that affect the above – men-
tioned plans?

We can see that football and ice hockey are becoming more 
and more popular across the country. The Ministry of Sports 
has been realizing a number of federal and local programs. 
We should definitely have a similar program to develop skiing 
and snowboarding! We stay in contact with Russia's Minister 
of Sports Vitaly Mutko. The financial support of the Ministry 
helps finance national teams. However, we need more 
reserves. We understand that the teams of all levels fight for 
medals and will represent Russia at the Olympics – 2014 in 
Sochi. The same athletes will go to the next Olympics, but 
that is all they can do. We need new athletes in order to be 
sure in the future. We need a number of national teams of 
several levels and ages: A, B, and C. One of those teams 
should participate in global competitions, the second one – 
in Europe, and the third one – in championships organized  
by the FIS.

è

Russia has become a leader of ski and snowboard 
sports. The country is ready to host a wide range of 
global competitions, including professional, amateur, 
and children championships. Russia's Ski and 
Snowboard Federation does its best to develop mass 
and children's sports in the country. Today, we discuss 
the latest developments and problems with Svetlana 
Gladysheva, President of the Ski and Snowboard 
Federation, the World Champion.

Svetlana Gladysheva:
"Our Federation gives 
new momentum to the ski 
industry"

Text:  
Vladimir Kolosov

СПОРТ НА ГЛК | Из первых уст

россия стала полноценной горнолыжной и сноубор-
дической державой, на территории которой запланиро-
ван целый ряд крупнейших соревнований глобального 
масштаба. Помимо спорта высших достижений, Федерация 
горнолыжного спорта и сноуборда россии также уделяет 
повышенное внимание развитию детско-юношеского и 
массового спорта. сегодня достигнутыми успехами, име-
ющимися проблемами, а также краткосрочными и долго-
срочными планами с читателями нашего журнала делится 
Президент Фгсср и лучшая спортсменка в истории отече-
ственного горнолыжного спорта светлана гладышева. 

Светлана Алексеевна, каковы основные итоги 
деятельности Федерации в 2012 году?

Первое, что хотелось бы выделить, это то, что Россия заво-
евала право провести на своей территории первый в истории 
Кубок мира по горным лыжам среди мужчин и женщин. Теперь 
в Красной Поляне на ГЛК «Роза Хутор» есть олимпийская трасса 
мирового уровня, которой россияне могут гордиться. Во-
вторых, можно отметить динамичное развитие сборных команд 
России и те результаты, которые показывают наши спортсмены. 
Молодежь действительно растет, в национальные команды при-
ходят новые и новые кадры. Ну и наконец, прогрессирует дет-
ско-юношеский спорт, что позволило нам образовать еще одну 
сборную команду, в которой мы видим большую перспективу. 
Эта команда была создана из совсем молодых ребят, благодаря 
которым мы получили новый ярус подготовки наших будущих 
сборников и будущих чемпионов. Конечно, громкие события, 
происходящие в наших видах спорта, обычно освещаются в СМИ 

более ярко, но для меня также важно и то, что в 
России возрождаются детские спортивные шко-
лы и проводятся традиционные всероссийские 
соревнования. Это касается как новых школ, 
так и существующих, которые сегодня находят-
ся на стадии своеобразной реинкарнации. 

Насколько реально развитию горнолыжно-
го спорта помогает федеральная целевая 
программа?

ФЦП направлена на развитие определен-
ных видов спорта в определенных субъектах 
страны. Министерство спорта составляет для 
каждого региона перечень базовых видов 
спорта, которые региональные власти обязаны 
развивать. Здесь важную роль играют сложив-
шиеся в регионе спортивные традиции. А далее 
работают различные схемы финансирования,  

Светлана Гладышева:
«Наша Федерация дает горнолыжной 
отрасли новый импульс развития»

Текст: Владимир Колосов

в том числе и с участием федерального бюджета. ФГССР, со сво-
ей стороны, показывает Министерству спорта перспективы того 
или иного региона, объясняет тот факт, что там есть хорошие 
спортсмены. Например, из 83 субъектов РФ горнолыжный спорт 
и сноуборд развивают 53 – таково на сегодня официальное чис-
ло региональных представительств ФГССР, обладающих всеми 
необходимыми полномочиями и правами проведения официаль-
ных соревнований и осуществления подготовки спортсменов 
на региональном уровне. Базовыми регионами традиционно 
являются Дальний Восток, Сибирь и Урал. Для каждого региона 
России определены базовые виды спорта. К примеру, где-то 
активно развивают борьбу, греблю, стрельбу, национальные 
виды спорта. Но я не думаю, что населению Якутии, к примеру, 
есть смысл прививать любовь к синхронному плаванию. Одним 
словом, существуют определенные вещи, опираясь на которые, 
можно достигнуть логики во взаимоотношениях регионов с 
Министерством спорта. Мы видим, как стремительно по всей 
стране реализуются межрегиональные целевые программы 
развития хоккея и футбола. Нам бы такую же программу по раз-
витию горнолыжного спорта и сноуборда! В целом, с Виталием 
Леонтьевичем Мутко у нас хорошие рабочие взаимоотношения. 
Та финансовая поддержка, которую наша Федерация получает 
от Министерства, идет на финансирование сборных команд 
страны. Но при этом мы также должны поднимать резерв.  
Мы понимаем, что те команды, которыми мы сегодня «воюем»  
на Кубке мира, и перед которыми ставим олимпийские пер-
спективы, представлены очень небольшим кругом спортсменов, 
которые будут в состоянии радовать нас яркими выступлени-
ями на ближайшей Олимпиаде и, возможно, на следующей. Но 
дальше нужна подпитка снизу, здесь речь идет о командах не-
скольких уровней: А, В и С. Одна команда решает свои задачи в 
рамках мировых соревнований, другая – в рамках Кубка Европы, 
а третья – в рамках соревнований FIS. 
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Olympic Breakthrough
Despite mainly flat lanscape of the territory of Russia, alpine skiing has already gained popularity 
in the country. The total number of ski resorts is estimated at about 400 and is believed to grow. 
These ski stracks typically have one or two ski trails and provide basic services for winter sports 
enthusiasts. All of them are densely packed with tourists. By some estimates, the number of alpine 
skiing lovers in Russia exceeds 2.5 million people.

Alexander Shelopugin,  
head of the international Ski 
instructors Association (iSiA)

– I’m convinced 2.5 or even  
3 million people estimation is 
too conservative, – says 
Alexander Shelopugin, Head 
of the International Ski 
Instructors Association 
(ISIA). – let us have a closer 
look at the Russian Far-East 
city Komsomolsk. A decade 
ago, there were only 58 ski-

develoPmeNt of skI resorts | ski resorts review

Text: ilya Desyaterik

SKI RESORTS       in rUSSia

– First we expected to receive state financing due to the fact of 
the Olympics, – Alexander Shelopugin explained. – nevertheless, 
these hopes came true in quite an insignificant measure. However 
the fact that the Olympic Games will be based in Russia allowed us 
to convince investors of mountain-skiing projects benefits, and to 
pull governors and mayors into them. Besides the fact that addi-
tional taxes are paid to the budget, mountain-skiing complexes let 
us attach people to the underpopulated territories. Construction 
of new complexes and reconstruction of the old ones began. I 
hope we will benefit from that as well from the following Olympics 
which will take place in Korea, - the same time zone and climatic 
zone. It would be logical if our athletes train for the next Olympics 
in our own region, in case the Russian state invests in making nec-
essary conditions for this training.

ers. This number is correct, because I myself was the instruc-
tor there and I knew each skier personally. Today the city 
with the population of 270,000 people is surrounded by 7 
mountain-ski complexes with a general intake capacity of 
8,000 - 9,000 people per day. All of them are completely 
packed with skiers at weekends, and the results are already 
visible. For the first time in the history of the Soviet and 
Russian mountain skiing, Khabarovsk produced a youth 
national champion. It couldn't have happened for no reason, 
and this guy became known only after there appeared an area 
for intense ski training.

According to the expert, the development of mountain-ski-
ing facilities was triggered by the Sochi Olympic Games, not 
only in the Olympics-based region but countrywide.
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any slope is better than nope
About 150-200 objects in Russia have a well-developed mountain-
skiing facilities today – good trails and routes, at least one funic-
ular and equipment rental. They are located here and there over 
the country. Major objects are located in the northern Caucasus, 
the urals, the Kola Peninsula, in Siberia and in the Far East.

numerous complexes are settled in the midland, the Volga 
region, and in the north West. They are designed mainly for a 
great number of amateur mountain-skiers from the large cities 
of Moscow, St. Petersburg, Kazan, nizhny novgorod and others, - 
not for professional skiers.

A little more than thirty complexes can claim to be a compre-
hensive mountain ski resort providing services of guides, instruc-
tors and lifeguards, a variety of trails for skiers of any training 
level, several funiculars, hotel and restaurant services, etc.

The same number of mountain-skiing complexes in Russia 
offer 10 and more skiing routes and trails to their customers.

russia's top five of the largest and well-developed ski resorts:
• KolaSportland (Kirovsk) – 28
• Rosa Khutor (Krasnaya Polyana, Krasnodar region) – 30
• Elbrus Azau (Kabardino-Balkaria) – 27
• Flus (Sverdlovsk region) – 24
• Khabarskoye (Nizhny Novgorod region) – 19

The maximum height difference in Russia hardly exceeds 
2,000 meters. However, every slope is in use in this country. 
Even if the height difference is only 25 meters, they try to 
adapt hill for the needs of mountain skiers.

Kamchatka has two impressive trails with 2,000 meters height 
difference – the Vilyuchinsky volcano and the Rodnikovaya 
mountain. However these are basically free-ride routes and 
customer support here is limited to snowmobile transfer to the 
trail start, helicopter skiing and equipment rental.

russia's top five resorts possessing the largest 
trail steepness ratio:
• Elbrus Azau (Kabardino-Balkaria) – 1,780 m
• Rosa Khutor (Krasnaya Polyana, Krasnodar Region) – 1,745 m
• Alpika Service (Krasnaya Polyana) – 1,698 m
• Gornaya Karusel (Krasnaya Polyana) – 1,660 m
• Dombay – 1573 m

 

number of funiculars is one of the most essential features of a 
mountain-skiing complex technological level. And it seems that this 
feature should be directly linked with the number of trails; however Top Five 
resorts in this parameter changes significantly:
• Sheregesh (Kemerov Region) – 17
• Dombay (Karachayevo-Cherkess Autonomous Region) – 12
• Flus (Sverdlovsk region) – 11
• Kant (Moscow region) – 11
• Sports park Volen – 10
• Rosa Khutor (Krasnaya Polyana, Krasnodar region) – 10

photo:

gondolny ropeway elbrus azau (kabardino-balkaria) 

photo:

rosa khutor in sochi. hire of the mountain-skiing equipment
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The maximum height 
difference in Russia 
hardly exceeds 2,000 meters

è

north CauCasus resorts – a 500 billion rubles proJeCt
The infrastructure development is so rapid that any review infor-
mation may turn outdated in a couple of months. new trails and 
equipment are being launched in resorts which are currently 
operating. Modern complexes are being built actively – private 
investors implement purely commercial projects. The major con-
struction projects are being realized with joint efforts of big 
investors and the government, and this is a measure of social pol-
icy. Along with the Olympics construction which is basically pre-
sented with the Rosa Khutor complex, the main mountain-skiing 
object, the government concentrates its big efforts on the devel-
opment of the north Caucasus Resorts (nCR). Eight resorts are 
being built and developed under this program: Armkhi and Tsori 
in the Republic of Ingushetia, Matlas and the Caspian coastal 
cluster in Dagestan, Arkhyz in the Karachayevo-Cherkessian 
Republic, lagonaki in Krasnodar region and Adygeya, Mamison in 
north Ossetia – Alania, and Elbrus-Bezengi in Kabardino-Balkaria. 
In March 2013, the Russian Federation Audit Chamber completed nCR 

photo:

rose khutor

scheme of 

mountain-skiing 

routes
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photo: mountain-skiing complex sheregesh (kemerov region) 

photo: sports park volen (moscow region)

è

è

the nCr performance expectations are the following:
- Daily intake capacity – 172,000 tourists;
- Total length of trails – 1,100 km, 329 km – with artificial snow covering; 
- Number of funiculars – 230;
- Hotel accommodation capacity – 140,000 people.

develoPmeNt of skI resorts | ski resorts review develoPmeNt of skI resorts | ski resorts review

The overall cost of the project exceeds 
520 billion rubles: 60 billion from the 
Russian Federation budget funds, all the 
rest given by private investors.
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activities inspection which resulted in the management change. 
Auditors revealed inefficient money spending and non-performance 
of the investment plan followed by construction schedule 1-year 
delay. nevertheless, experts believe that the project will be complet-
ed on time. The first stage of one of the nCR project complexes is 
Arkhyz and its Romantic tourist resort financed by the Sinara com-
pany based in Yekaterinburg– is already put into operation. Two 
cableways – one of chair and one of gondola type, four double skiing 
trails and four hotel buildings with total capacity about 1000 people, 
and some other objects are already in use. As of today, the intake 
capacity of Romantic resort exceeds 4,б00 people per hour.

russia is the highland!
There are at least 2.2 million Russians who enjoy sliding a 

snow-covered mountain slope and prefer skiing specifically in 
Russia. Today they are free to choose from several major groups of 
resorts and complexes:

the north Caucasus:
• Dombay (10 tracks of total length about 25 km, maximum height 

difference – 1573 m, 15 funiculars), 
• Mountain Tourist Center Gazprom – Krasnaya Polyana (16, 770 m, 6), 
• Rose Khutor (a lot of tracks of total length 72 km, 1745 m, 14), 
• Cheget (17, 1140 m, 4),
• Elbrus-Azau (27, 1780 m, 8)
• Gornaya Karusel (8, 1660 m, 3).

 
 

the urals: 
• Abzakovo (12, 300 m, 7), 
• Adzhigardak (10, 370 m, 6), 
• Beloretsk (5, 290 m, 4),
• Zavyalikha (12, 430 m, 5),
• Metallurg – Magnitogorsk (Bannoye) (8, 450 m, 4),
• Minyar (7, 350 m, 5),
• Solnechnaya Dolina (11, 230 m, 10)

siberia and the far east:
• Bobrovy Log fun park (12, 350 m, 4),
• Belokurikha (Blagodat GC) (6, 550 m, 6),
• Novososedovo (6, 220 m, 5),
• Sheregesh (14, 680 m, 17),
• Sobolinaya Gora (11, 500 m, 8)
• Gora Moroznaya (Yelizovo) (5, 523 m, 3),
• Gorny vozdukh (10, 460 m, 2).

the kola peninsula (khibiny mountains):
• KolaSportLand (28, 510 m, 8)
• Bolshoy Vudyavr (9, 550 m, 5),
• Salma (6, 270 m, 3)

st. petersburg and the leningrad region – 16 objects, here are 
the largest ones:
• Igora (10, 120 m, 8)
• Zolotaya Dolina (12, 105 m, 6)

moscow and the moscow region – 15 objects, here are the 
largest ones:
• Kant (12, 53 m, 12),
• Volen (15, 60 m, 7),
• Sorochany (13, 90 m, 5)

Central russia and volga region:
• Puzhalova Gora (16, 75 m, 5),
• Khabarskoye (19, 120 m, 6),
• Novinki (11, 120 m, 3),
• Sviyaga (3, 160 m, 4),
• Yan (10, 160 m, 3),
• Chekeril (10, 200 m, 6),
• Nechkino (9, 115 m, 5),
• Krasnaya Glinka (sports and fitness complex) (6, 170 m, 8)

photo:
mountain-skiing complex abzakovo 

è

photo:
mountain-skiing complex "metallurg – magnitogorsk" (bannoye) (the urals)
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photo:
sobolinaya gora ski resort (siberia and the far east)
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- The major high-quality changes are located in Sochi. There 
was built one of the best mountain-skiing facilities in the 
world, and it will remain that advanced for years. And that 
is not the question of our pride. We should thank foreign 
people who have special demands to the Olympic objects. It 
is practically impossible to compare the facilities built for 
mountain skiing, snowboarding, and freestyle in Sochi to 
any other complexes in the world. Alpine skiing gained 
huge advantage from the fact that we had absolutely no 

si: today we observe 
mountain-skiing infrastructure 
development projects, realized 
as part sochi 2014 olympics 
preparation, as well as 
uncountable construction in the 
north Caucasus. dmitry 
alexandrovich, don’t you think 
that the importance of these 
projects is a bit exaggerated?

facilities at the territory where the Olympics 2014 will take 
place. Should there be a kind of old resort, like Kitzbhel, for 
example, organization people of the international sports 
federations would work on its modernization only. In Rose 
Khutor and Krasnaya Polyana they incorporated two hun-
dred percent of their bright ideas. Here all modern and new-
est existing technologies were applied to reach the highest 
standards of tracks and facilities for carrying out the high-
est-level international competitions in all types of the 
Olympic disciplines. Certainly, there are higher mountains 
in the world, with a wider variety of tracks. However there 
are no resorts in the world so brilliantly equipped in techni-
cal way.
 
si: some experts say that popularity of these sports objects is 

likely to drop down after the olympics, and their construction 
and operation expenses won’t be covered because foreign 
tourists will hardly leave their ski resorts, and russians, really, 
cannot afford becoming regular customers of new resorts.  
Can you agree with that? 

- You are quite right. Any advanced technical equipment of 
sports objects is not enough to retain alpine skiers after the 
Olympics. They are pampered guys who want not only skiing 
but comfortable accommodation, diversified food, various 
entertainments. Rose Khutor and Krasnaya Polyana resorts 
and sports objects are exactly what they want: they are sur-
rounded by a whole new city with hotels, a town hall, the 
embankment, shops and other places of interest. In other 
similar sites it took them decades and even centuries to 
build such cities. It is known that services have always been 
our shortcoming. But this is the reason why investors out-
sourced it to foreign operators such as Redisson SAS, Holiday 
Inn and others.

Dmitry Svishchev, Deputy 
Chairman of the Committee 
on Physical Culture and 
Sports of the State Duma of 
the Russian Federation

alpine-skiing ConstruCtion as stability and paybaCk tool
Dmitry Svishchev, Deputy Chairman of the Committee on 

Physical Culture and Sports of the State Duma of the Russian 
Federation, until recently the Vice-President of the Russian Ski 
and Snowboarding Federation, the participant of numerous ski 
resort development projects, shared his expert view on the issue 
of current development of alpine-skiing sports in Russia and its 
nearest prospects.

Rose Khutor and Krasnaya Polyana resorts and sports objects are exactly what 
is needed: they are surrounded by a whole new city with hotels, a town hall, the 
embankment, stores and other places of interest

develoPmeNt of skI resorts | ski resorts reviewdeveloPmeNt of skI resorts | ski resorts review
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si: expensive construction is now situated in the area where 
acts of terror took place and where people were held hostage. 
what kind of service in your opinion can help you to entice tourists 
to these places?

- Right, many people are worried because Caucasus is said to be 
a disquiet place. But the north Caucasus is the region where the 
alpine-skiing facilities develop very rapidly and are controlled 
by assertive local authorities. I visited Chechnya for the presen-
tation of Veduchi resort. I should say that I felt much more 
relaxed than in Karachayevo-Cherkessia at Dombay Resort. 
People working in this strongly traditional resort must come  
to an understanding that their material resources and service 
demand a complete turning upside down and total reorganiza-
tion. Otherwise they will go upon the rocks when complexes 
like already operating Arkhyz and Veduchi which is under con-
struction start working at full capacity.

si: there are doubts that the north Caucasus resorts major 
projects won't be completed. once the audit Chamber inspected 
the ways budget money is spent, the project manager of the 
program was fired immediately. it is possible to somehow catch 
up with construction schedule and close a 1-year gap?

I’m sure that hullabaloo around Mr. Bilalov's figure won't harm 
the implementation of investment projects in the north 
Caucasus. He was responsible for coordination activities but 
actually each resort and its investors implement their projects 
on their own. How many CEOs of Olympstroy did we see – five or 

six? And this hardly affected construction process, the almost all 
Olympic objects are built because it is a political question. Ski 
resorts in the north Caucasus are the same political question as 
the Olympic Games. This question must be solved irrespective of 
the project manager name.
Why do we build ski resorts in the Caucasus? For the same rea-
sons as it was done in France in XIX - XX centuries. People living 
in mountainous area lacked stability. After all, they have fewer 
opportunities to earn money than those who lives in large cities, 
agricultural or coastal areas. But they, as a rule, can shoot well 
for as they are mainly hunters and shepherds.
By building ski resorts we let dwellers of mountain regions  
to earn money with their major wealth – mountains, snow, 
national culture and of course tourism. If people can turn a 
useful penny, stability will come too. That is the reason why 
the government should support these projects. Besides, north 
Caucasus resorts will help to pay back the money Russians 
spend in foreign ski resorts. And it is really worth paying 
back – more than one million of Russians travel to foreign 
mountain resorts annually.

si: what can you say about the future prospects of other 
regions that now develop alpine-skiing complexes?

Some Siberian resorts, for example Sheregesh, in the develop-
ment of which I took part, have regional prospect. They are 
intended for residents of the Trans-ural territories. Muscovites 
and Petersburgers won't go there because mountains are not 
very high but and the way to them is unreasonably far.
Khibiny Mountains and the Kirov region have two important 
advantages – tremendously long skiing season and a wide range 
of tracks. Competitions in all existing sports disciplines can be 
held there. There is also a disadvantage: there is an industrial 
zone and plants which are visible from every part of local moun-
tain-skiing complex. This is a historically developed issue. 
Actually, these very plants started to build resort complexes for 
their employees. It is now important for owners of these resorts 
to continuously develop ski objects, elevators, installing snow-
making systems. Why do we need artificial snow machines in a 
snowy region, you wonder? Because this is a requirement for 
carrying out competitions. Artificial snow has regular character-
istics which suit best for sports competitions. When all the 
requirements are fulfilled, the Khibiny Mountains will get a good 
chance of becoming a major sports ski center.  

photo:
bobrovy log fun park (siberia and the far east)
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photo:
mountain-skiing complex Zavyalikha (the urals)
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photo:
krasnaya glinka sports and fitness complex (volga region)
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несмотря на преимущественно равнинный характер 
территории, горнолыжный отдых популярен в россии. 
Количество предназначенных для него курортов уже при-
близилось к четырем сотням и постепенно растет.  
В это число входят объекты, где есть хотя бы одна трасса 
для спуска и хотя бы какие-то услуги для катающихся.  
Все они плотно загружены. По некоторым оценкам, число 
поклонников этого вида развлечений в россии превышает 
3 миллиона человек. 

 

– Я считаю эту оценку заниженной, – заявил нашему 
журналу Александр Шелопугин, руководитель Ассоциации 
инструкторов горнолыжного спорта России. – Простой пример, 
наш Дальний Восток, город Комсомольск. Десять лет назад там 
катались 58 человек. Цифра точная, я сам занимался инструк-
торством и каждого катающегося знал в лицо. Сейчас вокруг 
города с населением 270 тысяч человек работают 7 комплексов 
общей пропускной способностью 8-9 тысяч человек в день. В 
выходные дни они загружены полностью. 

По словам специалиста, толчок развитию горнолыжной 
инфраструктуры дала сочинская Олимпиада, причем не только 
в регионе проведения олимпийских соревнований, но по всей 
стране.

– Мы поначалу рассчитывали получить в связи с Олимпи-
адой государственное финансирование, – пояснил Александр 
Шелопугин, – но эти надежды сбылись в довольно незначи-
тельной мере. Однако факт проведения Олимпиады в России 
позволил убедить инвесторов в перспективности горнолыжных 
проектов, а также привлечь к ним губернаторов и мэров. Ведь 
помимо налогов в бюджет, горнолыжные комплексы – это 
способ закрепить людей на наших территориях, которые очень 
слабо населены. Началось строительство новых комплексов 
и реконструкция старых. Надеюсь, нам помогут и следующие 
Игры, которые состоятся в Корее, а значит, в нашем часовом 
поясе, в нашей климатической зоне. Спортсменам было бы 
логично готовиться к следующим играм именно в нашем 
регионе, а государству вложиться в создание условий для этой 
подготовки.

Чтоб СкАтИтьСя, любой СклоН СгодИтСя
Сейчас в России примерно 150-200 объектов имеют вы-

раженную горнолыжную инфраструктуру – подготовленные 
трассы, хотя бы один подъемник и пункт проката снаряжения. 
Они разбросаны по стране. Самые крупные объекты сосредо-
точены на Северном Кавказе, Урале, Кольском полуострове в 
Сибири и на Дальнем Востоке. 

Множество комплексов рассыпано в средней полосе, Повол-
жье, а также на Северо-Западе. Они рассчитаны, прежде всего, 
на многочисленных любителей не горнолыжного спорта, а 
развлекательного катания из крупных городов Москвы, Санкт-
Петербурга, Казани, Нижнего Новгорода и других.

Чуть более тридцати комплексов могут претендовать на 
звание полноценного горнолыжного курорта с услугами гидов-

инструкторов и спасателей, разнообразием трасс для всех уров-
ней подготовки, несколькими подъемниками, гостиничными и 
ресторанными услугами и многим другим.

Примерно те же тридцать с небольшим горнолыжных ком-
плексов России предлагают своим клиентам для катания по  
10 и более трасс.

В пятерку крупнейших по этому показателю комплексов 
входят:
• «Кола-Спортланд» (Кировск) – 28
• «Роза Хутор» (Красная Поляна, Краснодарский Край) – 30
• «Эльбрус Азау» (Кабардино-Балкария) – 27
• «Флюс» (Свердловская область) – 24
• «Хабарское» (Нижегородская область) – 19

Максимальный для России перепад высот лишь немного 
превышает 2000 метров. Однако катаются в нашей стране на 
любых склонах. Даже если перепад высоты всего 25 метров, 
холм стараются приспособить под нужды горнолыжников.

Двухкилометровым перепадом могут похвастаться две трас-
сы на Камчатке – на вулкане Вилючинском и горе Родниковой. 
Однако это трассы для фрирайда, курортов, как таковых там 
нет.

Среди оборудованных курортов в пятерку обладающих наи-

Горнолыжные курорты россии.
Олимпийский рывок Текст:

Илья Десятерик

ПУТИ РАЗВИТИя ГЛК  |  Обзор ГЛК

большей крутизной трассы входят:
• «Эльбрус Азау» (Кабардино-Балкария) – 1780 м
• «Роза Хутор» (Красная Поляна, Краснодарский Край) – 1745 м
• «Альпика Сервис» (Красная Поляна) – 1698
• «Горная Карусель» (Красная Поляна) – 1660
• «Домбай» – 1573

По оснащенности подъемниками, одному из существенных 
показателей технического уровня горнолыжного комплекса, 
который, казалось бы, должен быть связан с количеством трасс 
состав пятерки «лучших» существенно меняется:
• «Шерегеш» (Кемереовская область) – 17
• «Домбай» (Карачаево-Черкесия) – 12
• «Флюс» (Свердловская область) – 11
• «Кант» (Московская область) – 11
• Спортивный парк «Волен» – 10

«курорты СеВерНого кАВкАзА» –  
Проект НА ПолтрИллИоНА рублей

Инфраструктура меняется быстро, и данные любого обзора 
могут устареть в течение нескольких месяцев. Постоянно 
появляются новые трассы и оснащение на уже действующих 
курортах. Наиболее масштабные стройки ведутся совместными 
усилиями крупных инвесторов и государства. Наряду с олим-
пийским строительством, в котором главным горнолыжным 
объектом является комплекс «Роза Хутор», основные усилия 
государства сосредоточены на развитии «Курортов Северного 
Кавказа» (КСК). В рамках этой программы строятся и расширя-
ются восемь курортов: «Армхи» и «Цори» в Ингушетии, «Мат-
лас» и Каспийский прибрежный кластер» в Дагестане, «Архыз» 
в Карачаево-Черкесии, «Лагонаки» в Краснодарском и крае и 
Адыгее, «Мамисон» Северной Осетии – Алании, «Эльбрус-Без-
енги» в Кабардино-Балкарии. 
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расчетные показатели кСк при выходе на полную мощность 
таковы:
• общая суточная пропускная способность – 172 тысячи туристов;
• протяженность трасс – 1100 км, из них 329 – с искусственным 

оснежением; 
• количество подъемников – 230;
• вместимость гостиничного фонда – 140 тысяч человек.

Общая стоимость проекта более 520 млрд рублей, из которых 
60 млрд – средства бюджета Российской Федерации, а осталь-
ное – деньги инвесторов.

Первая очередь одного из комплексов проекта «КСК» –  
«Архыз», комплекс под названием «Романтик», который про-
финансировала компания из Екатеринбурга «Синара», уже 
введен в строй. Работают две канатных дороги – одна кресель-
ная, другая гондольного типа, четыре горнолыжных трассы с 
дублерами и четыре гостиничных корпуса, общей вместимо-
стью около 1000 человек, а также ряд других объектов. В этом 
состоянии пропускная способность «Романтика» – более 4 тыс. 
человек в час.

горНолыжНое СтроИтельСтВо – ИНСтрумеНт СтАбИльНо-
СтИ И ВозВрАтА деНег

Дмитрий Свищев, заместитель председателя Государствен-
ной думы по физкультуре и спорту, участник ряда проектов 
по развитию горнолыжных курортов, выступил экспертом по 
вопросу нынешнего развития горнолыжной отрасли в России  
и ее ближайших перспектив.

si: дмитрий Александрович, не преувеличена ли значи-
мость проектов развития горнолыжной инфраструктуры, свя-
занных с олимпиадой в Сочи, массированным строитель-
ством на Северном кавказе?

- Главные качественные изменения происходят у нас в Сочи. 
Там построена одна из лучших горнолыжных инфраструктур 
в мире, которая останется таковой на долгие годы. И это не 
вопрос нашей гордости. Спасибо за это надо сказать иностран-
цам, которые предъявляют к олимпийским объектам особые 
требования. Сравнить то, что построено в Сочи для горных лыж, 
сноуборда, фристайла, с существующими в мире комплексами, 
наверное, невозможно. И горнолыжному спорту очень повезло, 
что на территории, где пройдут соревнования Олимпиады-2014, 
раньше ничего не было. Будь это старый курорт, подобный, 
например, Китцбюэлю, функционеры международных спор-
тивных федераций привязались бы к тому, что там уже есть. В 
«Розе Хутор» и «Красной поляне» они воплотили все свои же-
лания по максимуму и даже с перебором. Там, чтобы трассы и 
сооружения были омологированы для проведения международ-
ных соревнований высшего уровня по всем видам олимпийских 
дисциплин, применены все наиболее перспективные последние 
разработки, какие только существуют в нашей сфере. Конечно, 
есть в мире горы выше, с большим разнообразием трасс. Но 
очень долго еще не будет более оснащенных технически.

si: Некоторые специалисты говорят, что после олимпиады 
эти объекты не будут настолько востребованы, чтобы 
покрыть расходы на их сооружение и эксплуатацию, посколь-
ку иностранцы свои курорты ради нас не бросят, а россияне 
не так состоятельны, чтобы в массовом порядке стать клиен-
тами новых курортов, согласны? 

- Да, любители горных лыж, народ избалованный, им нужно 
не только катание, но комфортное проживание, питание, раз-
нообразные развлечения. Так вот при спортивных объектах 

«Розы Хутор» и «Красной поляны» вырос целый город, с гости-
ницами, ратушей, набережной, магазинами и множеством всего 
прочего. В других подобных местах такие города строились 
десятилетиями, а то и веками. Да, сервис всегда был нашим 
слабым местом. Поэтому инвесторы отдали его иностранным 
операторам

si: дорогостоящее строительство ведется там, где не так 
уж давно стреляли и брали людей в заложники. каким серви-
сом можно заманить туристов в эти места?

- Да, многих пугает, что там вроде бы не так спокойно. Но 
Северный Кавказ – регион, где горнолыжная инфраструктура 
развивается очень серьезно, под управлением жесткой руки 
местных руководителей. Я побывал в Чечне на презентации ку-
рорта «Ведучи». Должен сказать, что чувствовал себя гораздо 
спокойнее, чем в Карачаево-Черкесии на Домбае. 

На этом курорте с большими традициями должны понять, 
что их материальная база и сервис требуют перелопачива-
ния и перестройки. Иначе им конец, когда выйдут на полную 
мощность такие комплексы, как уже действующий «Архыз», 
строящиеся «Ведучи» и другие.

si: есть сомнения, что масштабные проекты «курортов 
Северного кавказа» не будут доведены до конца. Стоило 
Счетной палате проверить, как тратятся бюджетные деньги,  
и руководителя проекта программы заменили. можно ли 
наверстать отставание в год от графика строительства?

- Сколько сменилось руководителей в «Олимпстрое» – пять 
или шесть? И ничего, олимпийские объекты почти все по-
строены, потому что это вопрос государственной политики. 
Горнолыжные курорты на Северном Кавказе – такой же вопрос 
государственной политики, как Олимпиада. Он должен быть 
решен независимо от личности руководителя проекта.

Почему строятся горнолыжные курорты на Кавказе? По тем 
же причинам, что и во Франции на рубеже 19-20 веков. У них 
в горах тоже была нестабильность. Ведь люди в горах имеют 
меньше возможностей заработать, чем те, кто живет в круп-
ных городах, сельскохозяйственных районах или у моря. Зато 
они, как правило, будучи охотниками и пастухами, неплохо 
стреляют.

Строя горнолыжные курорты, мы даем возможность жителям 
горных регионов заработать на их главном богатстве – горах, 
снегах, национальной культуре и связанном с ними туризме. 
Если люди смогут нормально зарабатывать – будет стабиль-
ность. Поэтому государство должно поддерживать эти проекты. 
Кроме того, именно северо-кавказские курорты помогут вер-
нуть в Россию деньги, которые россияне тратят на зарубежных 
горнолыжных курортах. А возвращать есть что – ежегодно в 
зарубежные горы уезжают более миллиона россиян.

si: какое будущее у других регионов, развивающих сейчас 
горнолыжные комплексы?

- Сибирские курорты, тот же Шерегеш, в развитии которого 
я принимал участие, имеют региональную перспективу. Они – 
для жителей зауральских территорий. Москвичи и петербурж-
цы туда не полетят – горы небольшие, а логистика очень тя-
желая. Хибины и Кировская область имеют два важных плюса 
– потрясающую долготу сезона и большое разнообразие трасс. 
Там можно проводить соревнования по всем существующим 
спортивным дисциплинам. Надо ставить подъемники и системы 
оснежения по международным требованиям. Тогда Хибины 
смогут стать крупным спортивным горнолыжным центром.  
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Austrians Alpine 
Delegation landing  
in Russia 

twelve leading austrian companies dealing with the 
development of tourism infrastructure and sports industry, 
sent their diplomatic representatives to join a roundtable 
conference.
the austrian Economic chamber and the austrian 
Embassy in russia organized a two-day general meeting of 
delegation headed by reinhold Mitterlehner, Minister of 
Economics, on March 21-22, 2013. the principle task of the 
meeting was to make overtures for the participation of the 
austrian companies in preparation activities for important 
sports events which are going to take place in russia in the 
next five years.

 

Dmitry Kozak, Deputy Prime Minister, met the Austrian 
Minister. The group of entrepreneurs got an opportunity to 
demonstrate their strong points to potential Russian 
partners: representatives of regions where major sports and 
infrastructure projects are being implemented, and the 
companies participating in these projects.
 
10 times more money, 20 times more Customers

Artem Shashkin, Managing Director of The north Caucasus 
Development Corporation (nCDC) explained in detail why we 
can benefit from co-working on the development of sports and 
tourist infrastructure particularly with Austria. He compared 
Austria to the region which is now being developed by his 
corporation. Here are the common features: the main branches 
of economy – agriculture, food industry, tourism and trade, ap-
proximately equal population numbers, identical management 
system and, of course, mountains. The only principal difference 
is that Austria produces a ten times as bigger gross domestic 
product on twice as smaller territory than the north Caucasus, 
and is visited by almost 20 times more tourists – 23 million 
people a year.

Today’s Austrian delegation includes specialists in building 
and planning, suppliers of the equipment for ski resorts and 
water recreation complexes, providers of access monitoring 
systems, medical care, engineering specialists, as well as spe-
cialists in objects and equipment operation. Some of them have 
already established their business in Russia.

to work in russia you should live there
– When we speak about ways of doing business, Russia and 

Europe are completely different like two planets, – says Johannes 
Michelotti, Head of Export Department in Demaclenko (company 
which specializes in snowmaking systems). – In my opinion, 
there are two countries which demand the greatest efforts to be 
made for adaptation of business, they are Russia and China. To 
work successfully there, some members of the company should 

Австрийского министра принял вице-премьер Дмитрий 
Козак, а представители австрийского бизнеса получили воз-
можность рассказать о своих возможностях потенциальным 
российским партнерам: представителям регионов, где реа-
лизуются крупные спортивно-инфраструктурные проекты, 
и компаниям, участвующим в этих проектах. 

Презентация компаний состоялась 21 марта в гостини-
це Radisson Royal Hotel при поддержке журнала 
SkiIndastri.

10 рАз больШе деНег, В 20 рАз больШе клИеНтоВ
Почему в развитии спортивно-туристической инфраструк-

туры стоит сотрудничать именно с австрийцами, с цифрами  
в руках объяснил Артем Шашкин, управляющий директор  
ОАО «Корпорация развития Северного Кавказа». Он сравнил 
Австрию с регионом, который развивает его корпорация. Общее: 
главные отрасли экономики, – сельское хозяйство, пищевая про-
мышленность, туризм и торговля, примерно равное число жите-
лей, сходная административная система и, конечно, горы. 

Двенадцать компаний, лидеров австрийской индустрии по созданию инфраструктуры туризма  
и спорта, прислали в Москву своих эмиссаров на поиск выгодных проектов в России.
Палата экономики Австрии и посольство этой страны в России организовали 21-22 марта  
2013 года двухдневный деловой визит делегации во главе с министром экономики Райнхольдом 
Миттерленером. Задача – наладить деловые контакты для участия австрийских компаний  
в подготовке к крупным спортивным событиям, которые состоятся в России в ближайшие пять лет.

Главное различие – Австрия на вдвое меньшей террито-
рии вырабатывает в десять раз больший валовый продукт, 
чем Северный Кавказ, и принимает почти в 20 раз больше 
туристов – 23 млн за год.

В нынешнем австрийском десанте –строители, планиров-
щики, поставщики оборудования для горнолыжных курортов  
и комплексов для отдыха на воде, систем контроля доступа, 
организации медицинского обеспечения, специалисты по 
инжинирингу, а также эксплуатации объектов и оборудова-
ния. Причем некоторые уже активно работают в России.

Чтобы В роССИИ рАботАть, здеСь НАдо жИть
– Россия и Европа в смысле ведения бизнеса, как разные 

планеты, – говорит Йоханнес Микелотти, глава отдела экс-
порта компании Demaclenko (специализация искусственное 
оснежение). – По моему личному ощущению, есть две стра-
ны, которые требуют наибольших усилий в приспособлении 
к ведению бизнеса, это Россия и Китай. Чтобы работать 
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Австрийский горный 
десант в России

Русские бизнес-партнеры 
поначалу держатся очень 
отстраненно, зато потом они 
становятся друзьями, и ваш 
совместный бизнес идет так 
легко и быстро, что получается 
даже лучше, чем в Европе
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constantly stay there, or, even better, live there. The European 
culture regards it normal when business is being done via the 
computer. Personal relations do not actually root into busi-
ness communication. From the very beginning there is no great 
distance between business partners, but the relations won’t 
become closer. Russians first keep themselves to themselves, 
but then they become your friends, and your joint business 
flows so easily and quickly that it turns out even better than it 
is in Europe. As for this very event, I like such an approach very 
much. You explain very shortly to each other who can do what, 
ready steady go – and you agree on who needs what, and this is 
how it should be.

Alessandro Rachetti, Area Manager of Technoalpin, joined 
the conversation saying the following:

– Do you know that he is my competitor? But Russia has an 
exceptional area for doing business, a tremendous development 
potential, and an absolutely unique landscape. Remarkably, 
there appeared some major events like the Olympic Games 
in Sochi, which let us approach to above-mentioned local 
potential. And now, these major projects will surely be followed 
by some small ones. They always present an essential part of 
the market, because alpine skiers won’t be satisfied with huge 
ski resorts only. It is a common idea that staying in Russia is 
unsafe. It seems to me that the most important thing is that 
Russians themselves should believe it is not. 

According to Rachetti, a big advantage of this Russian-
Austrian meeting is that his compatriots brought many strong 
specialists in planning of sports and travel business and, with-
out fearing to bring the competitors together, presented all the 
leading companies of the area. And this area, to tell the truth, 
is really a strong point of Austria.

здесь, надо, чтобы кто-то из компании постоянно тут был,  
а еще лучше, жил. В европейской культуре бизнес зачастую 
ведется через компьютер. Личные отношения практически 
не вплетаются в коммерческое взаимодействие. Между биз-
нес-партнерами сразу нет большой дистанции, но с течени-
ем времени она не сокращается. Русские поначалу держатся 
очень отстраненно, зато потом они становятся друзьями, и 
ваш совместный бизнес идет так легко и быстро, что полу-
чается даже лучше, чем в Европе. Что до нынешнего меро-
приятия, мне очень нравится такой формат. Очень коротко 
объяснили, кто что может: 1-2-3 – и пошли договариваться, 
кому что нужно. Так и надо делать.

Алессандро Ракетти, региональный менеджер компании 
Technoalpin включился в беседу со словами:

– Вы знаете, что он мой конкурент? Но в России такое 
большое поле для работы, такой потенциал для развития, 
какой мало где есть, и ландшафт совершенно уникальный. 
Замечательно, что тут появились большие события, такие, 
как Олимпиада в Сочи, без нее к местному потенциалу было 
бы сложно подойти. А теперь наверняка за мегапроектами 
пойдут и небольшие. Ведь за ними всегда будет существен-
ная часть рынка. Одними гигантскими горнолыжными 
курортами всех любителей кататься не удовлетворишь. 
Принято думать, что в России небезопасно. Мне кажется 
важнее всего разубедить в этом самих русских. 

По словам господина Ракетти, важный плюс нынешней рос-
сийско-австрийской встречи в том, что его соотечественники 
привезли много сильных планировщиков спортивно-туристи-
ческого бизнеса и, не побоявшись свести вместе конкурентов, 
представили все основные компании в отрасли. Причем, в той 
отрасли, которая для австрийцев настоящий конек.
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Главное различие – Австрия на вдвое 
меньшей территории вырабатывает  
в десять раз больший валовый продукт, 
чем Северный Кавказ и принимает 
почти в 20 раз больше туристов – 
23 млн за год

The key difference is that Austria with 
half the territory of the north Caucasus 
has a 10 times higher GDP and attracts 23 
million tourists a year, which is 20 times 
more than the north Caucasus does
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ИдИте В регИоНы!
Один из тех «сильных планировщиков», Георг Розен, 

управляющий делами по России компании ATP 
(«Архитекторы и Инженеры»), согласен с тем, что в России 
большие возможности для ведения бизнеса. Нынешняя 
встреча открыла господину Розену даже больше. Чем он 
ожидал. 

– Мы получили сведения не только о спортивно-туристи-
ческом развитии. Нам показали программы всестороннего 
комплексного развития регионов, включая промышленность 
и социальную сферу, не связанные напрямую со спортивны-
ми проектами. Тем, кто хочет делать бизнес в России, я посо-
ветую: идите в регионы! У нас есть проекты в Брянске и 
Воронеже. Я скажу, что там я чувствую себя даже более 
по-домашнему, по-европейски, чем в Москве. Там люди 
более сосредоточены на деле и в чем-то более скрупулезны. 
Одновременно они проще в общении. 

«Корпорация развития Северного Кавказа», по словам 
Артема Шашкина, уже сотрудничала с двумя австрийскими 
компаниями в создании концепции развития региона 
Кавказских Минеральных Вод.

– Коллеги из Австрии прожили там три месяца, уехали 
живыми, здоровыми и помолодевшими. На нынешней встре-
че мы хотели показать австрийским компаниям, что есть 
реальные проекты, в которых они могут поучаствовать, на 
которых они могут заработать.

О подобных проектах рассказывали также представители 
региональных властей, Карачаево-Черкесии, Калинин-
градской и Екатеринбургской областей. 

Во второй день визита австрийская делегация посетила 
горнолыжные комплексы Москвы и Подмосковья. А особый 
интерес австрийских и российских участников бизнес-диалога 
вызвала возможность принять участие в XXII Конгрессе  по 
зимним видам спорта, который состоится в Сочи 22-25 мая 
2013 года. В рассказе Алексея Степанова, руководителя орг-
комитета Конгресса, австрийских бизнесменов привлекла  
как возможность наладить прямые контакты с множеством 
участников российской зимней спортивно-туристической 
индустрии и ответственными за ее развитие представителя-
ми власти, так и уникальный шанс лично побывать на олим-
пийских спортивных объектах. Представители ряда австрий-
ских компаний немедленно запросили данные по условиям 
участия в Конгрессе. 

eXpand regionally!
Georg Rosen, Managing Director in Russia, Architects and 

Engineers, is one of these "strong planning specialists", and he 
agrees that Russia has great opportunities for doing business. 
This meeting revealed to Mr. Rosen some new things, even more 
than he had expected. 

– We received information about sports and tourism develop-
ment, and even more. They showed us programs of a detailed 
complex development of regions, including industry and social 
sphere, independent from sports projects. To people who want 
to do business in Russia I would advise to consider regional ar-
eas! We have already projects in Bryansk and Voronezh. I should 
confess that there I feel even more comfortable and home-like 
than in Moscow, local people are more concentrated on the busi-
ness and in are sometimes more attentive to their duties. At the 
same time they are very simple to communicate to. 

According to Artem Shashkin, the north Caucasus Devel-
opment Corporation had once cooperated with two Austrian 
companies in creation of the development concept for Caucasus 
mineral water area.

– Colleagues from Austria had lived there for three months, 
and left healthy, cheerful and nice-looking. This time at the 
meeting we wanted to tell the Austrian companies that there 
are real projects which they can join and on which they can 
earn money.

Representatives of the regional authorities, Karachaevo-
Cherkessia, Kaliningrad and Yekaterinburg regions also spoke 
on their similar projects. 

The second day, the Austrian delegation visited alpine ski 
complexes of Moscow and the Moscow region. 
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As the market participants estimate, the total number of 
amateur and professional skiers and snowboarders in Russians 
now exceeds 3.5 million. The most optimistic analysts think 
that their number is close to 4 million people.

On the other hand, the Russian Tourism Agency (Rostourism) 
says the total number of those who like to ski is approximately 
2.7 million, which is 8% of the total 34.8 million Russians that 
travel across the country as tourists. 

Probably, we have a chance to find another million of 
Russian skiers on the slopes located near big cities, where they 
come as regular citizens, not tourists. All they need is 1.5 –  
2 hours to drive there by car or even by public transport in 
order to enjoy skiing.

According to Dmitry Svischev, Deputy Chairman of the State 
Duma Committee on Physical Training and Sport, more than a 

million of Russian citizens visit foreign ski resorts every year 
nowadays.

growing a 100 billion worth pie
Depending on their income, the above-said five-million army 

of ski lovers in Russia can be divided into the following catego-
ries. Those who like to ski in the Caucasus Mountains typically 
spend the same money as those going abroad – approximately 
30,000 – 40,000 rubles / person / week.

Another category typically spends only 7,000 -10,000 rubles 
/ person / week driving to ski resorts in groups of four people 
per one car. The third category spends even less than the sec-
ond one. They prefer to ski at the resorts located close to their 
cities going there several times a year. As analysts say, the last 
two categories are the largest in Russia. nevertheless, the total 
amount of money that the Russians spend on skiing is estimat-
ed at about 100 billion rubles per year, while the total industry 
turnover is, of course, twice as much.

large-scale public and private development projects realized 
at ski resorts in the Caucasus, the urals, Siberia, and the Far 
East of Russia seem to lead to a rapid growth in the market. 
However, those who develop the industry say there is no such a 
market in Russia yet. 

"It is too early to say about the north Caucasus resorts. As 
of today, there are only Armkhi and Arkhyz (phase one) there. 
nobody can tell when and how something else will be built in 
the Caucasus," explains Eduard lazarenko, Head of Marketing at 
Rosengineering, whose company is currently building and 
installing equipment at a number of ski resorts across Russia. – 
There are a few federal projects, especially in the Far East. 
There are private projects as well. Investors want to modernize 
Abzakovo, Khvoyny urman, and Manzherok. But in general, the 
market has been growing slower than one can expect."

getting the old stoCk-in-trade
Based on analyst estimates, only a few ski resorts of 

Russia's total 400 have development plans and investment 
support. The equipment is still expensive because it is pro-
duced abroad and is subject to customs duties. Only projects 
associated with the Russian state financing are strong 
enough to avoid this problem. 

"Equipment at many resorts is outdated and needs to be 
replaced," – continues Eduard lazarenko. – 80% of Russian 
resorts were built in 2000 – 2006. Most of them use a second-
hand equipment. For instance, ratracks in Europe are never 
used for more than four years. After that, the equipment must 
be written off the balance. Often it is exported to Russia where 
it keeps working. I saw ratracks produced in 1996 that are still 
in use in Russia. The bravest Russian entrepreneurs who 
acquired new equipment were severely hit by the last financial 
crisis later on. now they have huge debts and operating costs. 
Others are trying to survive and to preserve their equipment 
and qualified personnel. Generally, private resorts in Russia are 
not able to invest money enough to correspond to modern 
requirements. This means that privately held ski resorts and 
the whole industry cannot and will not develop in the country. 
Everything that is still alive is connected with federal or local 
budgets one way or another. unfortunately, these projects are 
non-profit by their nature. Although any ski resort project in 
the world needs a payback period of at least 10 years, it seems 
too long in Russia. The life is changing quickly here, and this 
really happens from time to time."

no Competition in russia, Just Competing with europe
If we analyze the statistics of the ski tourism in Russia over 

the past 2-3 years, we can see that the dynamics change very 
slowly. Only foreign ski resorts can expect a 15-20% annual 
growth of Russian customers, as they succeed in attracting the 
solvent demand from the country. 

develoPmeNt of skI resorts | tourism and ski IndustrydeveloPmeNt of skI resorts | tourism and ski Industry

Text: ilya Desyatirik

We see a sort of pre-revolutionary situation in the ski industry of Russia. The army of ski lovers has 
increased by several million people. However, only a few ski slopes in the country can provide services 
that modern ski resorts offer. A huge part of consumers prefers to migrate abroad while a potential 
of Russian mountain areas is far from being realized. This gives investors a chance to enter the ski 
industry market at the start of a ski boom. Some projects initiated by the Russian state in order to 
improve the existing ski infrastructure could be a catalyst in this process.

rUSSia Wants to Ski
Photo: dmitrov, moscow region, russia. russian popular ski resorts "sorochany&quo t; in new year holiday
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As the market participants estimate, the 
total number of amateur and professional 
skiers and snowboarders in Russians now 
exceeds 3.5 million. The most optimistic 
analysts think that their number is close 
to 4 million people.
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Photo: russia. the Cauca-

sus. kabardino-balkaria.  

elbrus ski resort.  

Cable-way lift and the 

cabins
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"A sharp outflow of tourists from the north Caucasus 
occurred when the federal authorities in Russia started the 
counterterrorist operation there," - says Olga Sanaeva, CEO of 
Anchor, whose company organizes tours to the Caucasus. – The 
tourist flow decreased by 8.5 times at once. Only now, we can 
see a sort of recovery in the region. However, the total number 
of tourists is now only 25% of what we had before the counter-
terrorist operation. It is hard to bring them back, because peo-
ple can easily compare what they can buy in the Caucasus and 
in the Alps for the same price. Everything is bad and expensive 
in Russia: mellow snow, ugly marked tracks, no ski buses, the 
same ski passes issued for different elevators, etc."

Whether it sounds strange or not, but the main reason of 
slow ski industry development in Russia is the existing high 
demand for that type of entertainment. Almost 4 million skiers 
wave only 400 ski resorts in the country. Hotel rooms are in 
short supply as well. On the one hand, ski resort operators are 
not capable of making significant changes; on the other hand, 
they do not want any changes at all, because the clients come 
to them in any case. Ongoing multi-billion government projects 
in the north Caucasus can change the situation, increasing the 
flow of skiers. However, these plans can change the whole situ-
ation in the market. 

"The big resorts that Russia has been currently building and 
modernizing will eventually attract the entire demand," - 
resumes Eduard lazarenko. – People are bothered by small local 
ski resorts that are nearly impossible to modernize. It is clear 
that the major resorts with their capacity will be able to absorb 
the existing and future demand in the market. The situation 
could change for the better if tourist agencies, resort operators, 
and hoteliers follow a joint and consistent policy, but they fail 
to do that so far."

ski brands are better sold via tourist paCkages
The tourist operators that specialize in ski tourism could be 

the first to initiate such a policy, but they do not hurry up. 

"In order to attract a massive flow of tourists to Russia's ski 
resorts, you need an attractive package to offer," considers Olga 
Sanaeva. – It is impossible to do it right now, because hoteliers 
are not interested in giving discounts to tourist operators. Even 
if their hotels are full to the capacity, they do not want to issue 
single ski passes to be included in the tourist package, because 
there are different operators serving different ski slopes. They 
simply cannot agree with each other. That is why clients them-
selves have to put everything they need in one tourist package. 
And so they do."

Some experts point out that the undeveloped entertainment 
industry near Russia's ski resorts imposes age restrictions. 
Typically, the Caucasus resorts attract young people only inter-
ested in ski tracks, their height, speed, and complexity of 
slopes.

However, according to experts, all of the above-mentioned 
problems can be considered as a catalyst of a future ski boom in 
Russia. The country needs a couple of stimulus to accelerate 
the process. As for the hoteliers and resort operators in the 
north Caucasus, they should probably visit their counterparts 
in the Alps in order to better understand their business. As for 
other places, they should have a strong investor support, a 
political will of the authorities, as well as coordination or even 
centralization of local operators' activities. In general, Russia 
possesses everything to develop its ski industry: a variety of 
mountains, different climate zones, a long season, and a num-
ber of attractive brands, such Elbrus, which is the highest 
mountain in Europe. The key thing to mention is that millions 
of Russians really want to ski and are ready to pay for it. 

develoPmeNt of skI resorts | tourism and ski IndustrydeveloPmeNt of skI resorts | tourism and ski Industry

Depending on their income, the above-
said five-million army of ski lovers in 
Russia can be divided into the following 
categories. Those who like to ski in the 
Caucasus Mountains typically spend the 
same money as those going abroad – 
approximately 30,000 – 40,000 rubles / 
person / week
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skiers from all over Russia come to us to show their 
professionalism and to communicate with each other. 

Every competition is attended by professional judges having 
state-of-the-art equipment. The competition winners receive 
expensive awards and prizes from the us and our sponsors.

SOK mountain-skiing snow-park hosted several stages of 
open snowboard competitions where professionals as well as 
amateurs took part. It also hosted snowboard championship 
for sports school participants. Moreover, the snow-park 

what Can you do to attraCt Clients? 
Routes of different difficulty categories equipped with 

elevators and snowboard equipment of different levels ensure 
comfort for both newcomers and professionals. Traditional 
winter season sports and cultural events make the visitors feel 
the dynamics of winter sports, and participate in bright shows. 
State-of-the-art technical equipment of the complex, its snow-
making plants, as well as snow-packing ratracs allow maintain-
ing good state of the slopes during the whole season, from 
December to March.

The complex opened in late December of 2012. I want to 
give more details about the events scheduled for the whole 
season.

In winter, about 20 competitions of different level are 
supposed to come to our mountain-skiing complex supported 

by the Alpine Ski and Snowboard Federation of the Samara 
region.

Several stages of amateur competitions are scheduled for 
mountain-skiers. The Championship and the Cup of the Samara 
region for professionals are to be held there. Traditionally, these 
competitions attract professionals from various Russian regions.

For several years, SOK Mountain-Skiing Complex has been 
organizing the most significant competitions for younger 
sportsmen – SOKolates. 5 competitions stages were held during 
this season. Traditionally, these are the the most attended 
competitions that we organize. last year, every stage was 
attended by 120 participants aged from 5 to 14 years from all 
over our country.

The annual Pearl of Russia Cup is an important competition 
for athletes of all ages. Those competitions attract mountain 

hosted competitions for amateurs where everyone could take 
part.

SOK mountain-skiing snow-park never forgets the elderly 
generation. Traditionally competitions for mountain-skiing 
veterans are held in March each year.

Despite the wide sports program, the complex holds various 
events. Along with new Year events, we celebrate Pancake 
Week, Tatiana's Day, the 23th of February, and the 8th of 
March. Every weekend the SOK mountain-skiing snow-park 
holds various entertainment events with prizes and awards.

Children's route re-equipped
To improve the quality of services provided for guests and 

visitors in 2012-2013, the SOK mountain-skiing snow-park 
implemented works to increase its capacity due to 

ski iNDUSTRY   № 01|2013

Text:
Pavel Savinov,

Commercial Director 
of SOK Mountain-Skiing 

Complex, Samara

In winter, SOK Mountain-Skiing Complex becomes 
one of the most popular destinations of the city 
residents and visitors. Is it possible to attract 
clients to ski resorts like that?

modernization of elevators.
We fully re-equipped children's route at the new complex 

square due to convenient location of passes and routes, 
special structures were installed to see kids and teenagers 
when they ski.

We offer a wide range of services to insure comfort:
• two parking lots for 100 and 500 cars;
• two rental centers for mountain and race skis, 

snowboards;

• trainer center (trainings in groups and individually);
• workshops to maintain and repair sport equipment;
• storage room for personal sports equipment;
• storage for personal belongings;
• two cafe-bars, cafe at the top of ski routes;
• seven leisure rooms (double and triple rooms);
• children's room (with teacher);
• Active time entertainment center (jeeps, quad bikes, 

riding, bungee, archery)

information
SOK Mountain-Skiing Complex is located in one of the most 

beautiful places of the north-East Samara - on Sokol Mounts, 
in Krasnaya Glinka village. At the bank of Volga, you can see a 
mountain chain of legendary Zhigulevskie Vorota.
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Санаторий «Юбилейный», дом отдыха «Березки» и 
горнолыжный центр «Металлург-Магнитогорск», входя-
щие в состав Группы «Банное», предложили гостям 
новые услуги. 

СюрПрИзы для СНоубордИСтоВ, лыжНИкоВ  
И Не только…

Главным событием нового года стало открытие на ГЛЦ 
«Металлург-Магнитогорск» сноу-парка, объединившего 
несколько трамплинов разной сложности. Основное его 
новшество – Big Air Bag – надувная подушка (15х12 м) для 

отКрытие 
         сноу-ПарКа

К высокому сезону многие ГЛК подготовили 
массу нововведений в своей инфраструктуре.  
Не стала исключением и Группа «Банное».  
В числе ее новых объектов – сноу-парк, кафе, 
картодром...

Текст: 
Максим Ясько, 
менеджер по маркетингу 
ООО «Управляющая 
компания «ММК-Курорт»

мягкого приземления с трамплинов. Она позволит сноубор-
дистам и лыжникам безопасно отрабатывать любые элемен-
ты и прыжки.

Курорт «Банное» готов радовать новинками своих клиен-
тов постоянно. Не успели спортсмены опробовать новую 
подушку в сноу-парке, как уже запустили в работу систему 
хронометража доступную для всех желающих. Принцип ее 
работы очень прост. Любой клиент может устроить себе 
мини-соревнования. На отдельно выделенном участке трас-
сы №3 установлены стартовые ворота и определен отрезок 
трассы. Опустив жетон и пройдя данный отрезок,  клиент на 
световом табло сможет увидеть свою скорость и время про-
хождения. Данная услуга набирает популярность уже 
прошли первые корпоративные спартакиады предприятий 
Магнитогорска,  что так  же ведет к популяризации горно-
лыжного спорта и пропаганде здорового образа жизни. 

ski iNDUSTRY   № 01|2013

Основное новшество 
сноу-парка – подушка 
Big Air Bag размером 

15х12 м. Она позволяет 
сноубордистам и 

лыжникам безопасно 
отрабатывать любые 
элементы и прыжки

ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА | Сноу-парк на ГЛК ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА | Сноу-парк на ГЛК
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Еще одной новинкой сезона стал зимний 
картинг. Его трасса проходит по льду озера 
Банное, в пляжной зоне санатория. 
Картодром работает в понедельник и выход-
ные дни до 22 часов.

Кроме того, появилась на Банном, непо-
средственно в санатории «Юбилейный» 
(Парус№1, 1 этаж), уютная кофейня, где все 
желающие смогут зарядиться чашечкой 
горячего кофе после активного отдыха на 
природе. 

Также в этом сезоне на главной площади 
горнолыжного центра было открыто новое 
кафе «Башкирский дом». Оно оборудовано 
настоящими башкирскими юртами, в кото-
рых гости могут не только перекусить, но и 
познакомиться с историей национальной 
культуры.

Как отметил руководитель Группы 
«Банное» Александр Петрикеев, в текущем 
зимнем сезоне гостей ГЛЦ «Металлург-
Магнитогорск», дома отдыха «Березки» и 
санатория «Юбилейный» ждет еще немало 
приятных сюрпризов. 

К тому же в течение всего сезона сохра-
нится 25% скидки на катание на трассах ГЛЦ 
для всех туристов и спортсменов, прожива-
ющих в этих оздоровительных учреждени-
ях. А для участников соревнований горно-
лыжного центра предусмотрены льготы на 
проживание и питание. 

ИНФРАСТРУКТУРА | Сноу-парк на ГЛК

На фото:

В темное время суток для любителей ночных катаний  

на глЦ «металлург-магнитогорск» действуют прекрасно 

подготовленные освещенные трассы

è

А для участников соревнований 
горнолыжного центра 
предусмотрены льготы 
на проживание и питание

В течение всего сезона сохранится

25% скидка на катание на 
трассах ГЛЦ для туристов 
и спортсменов

SnoWboard parK opEninG iS thE MoSt iMportant 
EvEnt oF thE yEar 

Many resorts have innovations in their infrastructure 
for the new season. the bannoye resort group is not an 
exception. its newly introduced sites include a snowboard 
park and a cafe...

 

Yubileyny health resort, Berezki resort, and the Metallurg-
Magnitogorsk ski center, which are included in the Bannoye 
resort group, now offer new services to their guests. 

The main event of 2013 is the opening of a snowboard park 
which brought together several ramps of various difficulty. Its 
main innovation – the Big Air Bag – is an air cushion (15 х12 
m) for soft landing after the ramp. It allows snowboarders and 
skiers testing any kind of elements and jumps.

Another surpise is winter karting, whose track goes through 
the Bannoye lake, on the ice, in the beach of the resort. The 
kart track works on Mondays and on weekends until 10 p.m. 

 Furthermore, a comfortable coffee house opened on the 
Bannoye lake, right in the Yubileyny health resort (Parus no.1, 
1st floor). Everybody can drink a cup of warm coffee after 
outdoor activity. 

This season, a new cafe called the Bashkirsky House opened 
at the main square of the ski center. It is fitted with genuine 
Bashkir yurts where the guests will be able to eat and to get 
acquainted with the history of Bashkiria's national culture.

 Alexander Petrikeyev, Head of the Bannoye resort group, 
remarks that during this winter season many surprises await 

visitors of the Metallurg-Magnitogorsk ski 
center, the Berezki resort and the Yubileyny 
health resort. Furthermore, a 25% discount 
shall remain in force for visitors of the 
Alpine Alpine ski center's track, as well as 
for all tourists and athletes who reside in 
those resorts. There are also discounts on 
accommodation and food for all competition 
participants. 

INfrastructure | snow Park in a ski resort

Text:
Maxim Yasko, 
Marketing  
Manager,   
MMK-Kurort LLC

Snowboard Park Opening

During the whole 
season, there will be a 
25% discount for those 
who ski on tracks 
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Text: Elena Yakunina 

Ski Complex of a new 
Generation

South-West of Kursk

desIgN aNd coNstructIoN | ski complex desIgN aNd coNstructIoN | ski complex

 The public sports complex operates on a commercial basis 
all year round. It has its developed integrated functional 
structure and offers various kinds of entertainment. In addi-
tion to social and sports directions, there are gaming units, 
swimming pools, healthcare, and catering facilities, a theater, 
and public areas. The social and sports center operates all year 
round and offers hub monorail and recreational zones.

Technical characteristics of the complex:
• Capacity - 2,100 visitors;
• Floors - 1-5 floors above ground;
• Total area – 38,750 sq m 

 
CharaCteristiCs of the site

The land plot of 8.5 hectares is located in the central part 
of the Southwestern Kursk.

The plot has a complex shape that becomes narrower 
towards the Southeast. Size – 0.4 x 0.3 km. Perimeter – 1.443 
km. Maximum size of the territory to expand in the future – 
0.65 x 0.5 km. There is a ravine. The difference between the 
highest and the lowest altitudes is 30 meters. The average 
slope towards the northwest ravine is 11%, towards the 
northeast – 7%, towards the Westeast – 15%, and, finally, 
towards Eastwest – 8%. 

the master plan
territory Zoning 

The territory is functionally divided into the following 
areas from the South to the north. There is an artificial pond, a 
public sports complex, a monorail stop, a parking, and an 
underground sewage system.

The basic concept of zoning is to make the facility easily 
accessible via its main entrance from Klykov Avenue. The 
public and sports center links neighborhoods #2 and #4, as 
well as the public transportation and the park with the artifi-
cial pond.

There is a park in the area that goes from the South to the 
north. It is divided into two sectors: the Southern and the 
northern ones. The Southern sector with the artificial pond 
highlights the geometric axis of the park. It has a number of 
pedestrian sidewalks, bridges, and alleys. The northern sector 
resembles a natural forest where greenery is preserved. 
location of the sidewalks is in line with the site landscape.

The public areas of the center are located under the build-
ing premises and at the territory to the north.

The transport area has a linear structure from the north, the 
South, and runs in the Eastwest direction. The monorail passes 
from the north to the South and has the terminal station 
there. The site has an indoor parking designed for 272 cars as 
well as an outdoor parking for 136 cars. 

 
landsCaping and planting of trees

There are two underground floors to park 272 cars with a 
special entrance to a lower level of the site. The parking roof is 
used to host 136 cars. 

The main transport area is the monorail station. It has green 
terraces, small architectural elements, and a public fountain.

There is no fencing on the site. There is a water stream run-
ning throughout the park. It can be classified as a small open 
water source. This is a narrow water stream running due to 
height differences. The stream adds space to the colorful com-
position of the whole landscape.

The artificial water reservoir helps adjust shapes of the site 
landscape giving it an integral outlook.

The key principle of the high-rise construction is based on:
• a concept bringing the project as close to the natural land-

scape as possible;
• a concept to meet the requirements of architectural and 

planning, drainage, road construction, and engineering 
equipment.

arChiteCtural solutions
 There are various modern architectural practices and 

trends that developers use in public sports facilities. This 
project can be classified as a perfect example of the bionic 
solution. The facility's image adopts natural forms and cop-
ies the landscape of the site. As a result, we can see elements 
of a conceptual design there.

The integrated architectural ensemble of the facility 
includes futuristic elements that add unique peculiarities to 
the all-season ski slope, as well as to the indoor ice rink, a 
climbing wall, a large network of cinemas, and the adminis-
trative and entertainment centers with bowling, indoor 
sports facilities, swimming pools, and saunas. The whole 
sports complex includes coffee shops, sports stores,  

new sports, an increasing number of people involved in winter sports, and 
development of technical solutions have led to construction of new types of 
ski resorts. One such project has been realized in Kursk. This project may draw 
attention of potential investors.
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and a number of stores to lease sporting goods. There is a 
large outdoor and indoor multilevel parking, autonomous 
power and heat generating centers, as well as freezers.

The shape of the building is a combination of orthogonal 
grid axes and rounded exterior walls, which is quite typical of 
a ski center. Design of facades is based on hard metal frames.

The building size is 338 x 120 meters with a number of 
floors ranging from 2 to 5. Another distinctive feature of the 
facility relates to its multilevel household premises that are 
located underground. The highest point of the ski slope is 
80.5 meters from the first floor (the top observation deck).

The public premises of the sports complex have different 
configuration due to a specific geometry of the slope and its 
structure.

the ski slope
The main element of the complex is an extended aerody-

namic ski slope. In addition to the skiing areas, the facility has 
a number of centers where the customers can lease equipment. 

The project consists of six parts:

The Ski Slope (total area – 15,780 sq m)

The Chain of Cinemas  

(total area – 2,850 sq m))

The Ice Arena (total area – 5,700 sq m)

The Entertainment Zone  

(total area – 3,350 sq  m);

The Water Area (total area – 7,710 sq m);

The Climbing Wall (total area – 1,800 sq m)

There are instructor services, a spacious lounge and warm com-
fortable checkrooms with showers and toilets. There is a cafe 
for 105 visitors close to the entrance.

The Snow Zone has tracks for skiing and snowboarding, a chil-
dren's play zone, observation platforms, an alpine bar, and a room 
to store machinery. The length of the track is 330 meters, width - 
30 meters, height differences - 58 meters (maximum 18.3 meters, 
minimum - 9.5 meters). The track is divided into three sections, 
varying in complexity. The angle of the top track is 26% (110 
meters), followed by a flat braking part of 13 meters. The angle of 
the track in the central part of the slope is 20% (100 meters); the 
braking area is 10 meters. The angle of the lower sector of the 
slope is 13%, starting and braking zones are 32 meters long.

A demarcated safety net divides beginners and experienced 
skiers. The snow layer varies from 50-100 cm on the slope to 
1.5 meters in braking and starting areas.

 The slope has two elevators: a four-seat chairlift and a tow-
ing elevator. The total number of skiers that can ski there at 
the same time makes 330 people.

the Chain of Cinemas
There are three cinemas in the center located along the 

axis. The height difference between the cinema rooms is 1.8 
meters. The total area, length, width and height of the cinema 
rooms depend on their shape and capacity, specified in VSn-
45-86 and SnIP 2.08.02-89 laws.

the iCe arena
The indoor artificial ice rink is universal. It is designed for 

ice hockey, figure skating, and amateur public skating.
The skating rink also has training facilities: public areas 

for individual acrobatic training (108 sq m, height – 4.2 
meters), and a dance class of 12 x 12 meters (144 sq m, height 
– 4 2 meters).

There is machinery to produce an artificial ice, as well as 
other machinery to serve it. Visitors can access the machinery 
rooms from lower levels of the complex (underground premis-
es and gateways), bypassing the water zone. The total area is 
550 meters, height - 4.2 meters. 

the entertainment Zone
The complex has a four-storey recreational and entertain-

ment center, with a total area of about 3,350 meters. It 
includes a sportswear shop, a children's playground, a bowling 
center, a billiard center, darts, table tennis, golf simulator, and 
a unique labyrinth to play laser paintball. The Entertainment 
Zone can host 285 people.

the water area
the Water park. The water area of the complex includes a 

water park, saunas, spas, a health and fitness center, a sports 
swimming pool, and a children's pool.

The water park has a capacity to host 355 people in its 
pools and water attractions: hills, artificial waves, waterfalls, 
fountains, hydro massage, and recreational zones. 

Swimming pools. The pools vary according to their func-
tions: there are pools for training, diving, and universal ones 
for swimming, water polo, and diving.

the Climbing wall
The complex has a climbing hall of 8 training tracks (the 

total area of 560 sq m) and a gym of (125 sq m).
The length and width of the climbing room is not regulated. 

Its total area is 70 sq m, height – 7-15 meters. The hall is 
designed to place eight sets of equipment for rock climbing.

There are special areas for training and rock climbing, 
including outdoor sports facilities, and training walls. For this 
purpose, the climbing walls and other equipment is used.  
The list of equipment also includes exterior design parts, 
which allow having classes during the summer.

design solutions
Solutions used in the design process of the facility are quite 

complex. Each part has its unique and individual characteris-
tics. Different parts are assembled based on framing systems 
and monolithic slabs. They are combined with a number of 
glazed surfaces of walls and ceilings.

The Structural System of the Ski Slope - Folded Shell and 
Metal Frames.

there are two types of exterior walls:
1) Mounted frames for a solid glazing;
2) Hinged frames, coated with steel tapes.
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Ceilings are made of concrete steel with special sheets.
Marches and steps are made of typesetting concrete stringers.
Windows and shop windows are made of aluminum and glass.
 

Conditioning and Cooling systems
The sports complex has been designed to accommodate 

about 2,000 visitors. Each hour, 300 skiers and snowboarders 
can be there.

The ski slope is used for skiing and snowboarding all year 
round. The slope has a completely isolated perimeter (rectangu-
lar cross section) and is surrounded by outer folded parts. 
Thermal insulation of the slope is made of sandwich panels 
mounted on 0.25 meters thick polyurethane parts and are cov-
ered with sheets of anodized aluminum of 0.4 mm. The thermal 
conductivity of those panels does not exceed 0.25 W / (sq m K).

There are pros and cons of the project. The facility is new for the Kursk region and its residents. However, the slope of the 
width of 30 meters and the length of just over 300 meters is unlikely to be classified as a professional sports facility. Rather, it is 
designed to entertain local well-off citizens. Since the level of income in Kursk is not the highest in the country, the facility will take 
a long time to pay for itself.

Since there are no hotels to be built, the project is unlikely to become popular among potential visitors from other regions of 
Russia. Although, any ski resort project is a long-term investment, this can be attractive for investors in entertainment industry.

Given that the city of Kursk has a population of only 420 thousand, it is hard to estimate how many years it will take to become 
profitable in terms of a return on investment. It is understood that such a complex is several times more expensive to operate than 
a usual one. On the other hand, availability of other facilities within the complex is a plus. It is possible to calculate the revenue 
streams and to compare it with operating costs and the initial investment. In case of a state support, the project will become profit-
able. However, if we consider it purely commercial, then one should make additional calculations. Another problem is to focus on 
the development of children's sports, for which the complex can be an excellent platform. This aspect is crucial to attract public 
investment.

I do not fully understand configuration of the ski slope. There is no need in installing a chairlift there. One or two tow roads will 
be enough. In this case, the total cost of the project can be reduced, and the whole construction will be simplified. Only in Russia 
we can see chairlifts on short ski slopes. Europeans prefer to avoid additional costs and build ski resorts cheaper. I would also like 
to see the project from the inside slope. It is unclear how the slope will be divided, so I do not fully understand its configuration.
summary: a great project requires minor improvements, but has bright prospects.

We have a bobsledder who trains in Moscow. It is impossible to make snow without snow guns. We need to have 
artificial snow here. Our residents like any sport that we can offer. I am sure that if we build such a huge complex, 
all 2,000 visitors will be there. We need to find someone to finance the construction. It is approximately 2.6 billion 
rubles. This is the most expensive sports facility in the region. 

We have another arena built in late 2012 that is designed for 3,000 fans. The Dynamo basketball team plays 
there. Its budget was about 1 billion rubles. if we manage to find an investor to finance the ski resort, then the 
Committee for physical Culture and sports of the kursk region will support the project.

Alexei Kalinin, 

President of the 

NP Ski Club of 

Magnitogorsk

ilya Severin 

Executive Direc-

tor The Ski Club 

of Guy Severin

Nikolai Ermakov, 

Chief Expert, the 

Committee for 

Physical Culture 

and Sports, the 

Government of 

the Kursk region, 

responsible for 

sports construc-

tion

at first glance, the project is quite interesting, and it can attract investors' attention. however, we should carefully evalu-
ate the project and its potential based on technical expertise. it is important to take into account the peculiarities of the 
region, a number of residents, and their income. it is hard to tell if the complex can be attractive for foreign tourists.

the project is good, and i like it. however, i have skied in snezhkom, and i want to say that there are positive and 
negatives things there. we can take them into consideration in order to avoid new mistakes in the proposed project.

we saw the ski resort project six months ago, but its ideologists wanted to acquire land near the village of shetinka. 
all land plots have been sold there. it is a good idea to build the complex near klykov avenue. frankly, the kursk 
region is not designed for winter sports. we have just begun constructing hockey rinks in kursk and Zheleznogorsk. 

The folded outside parts form a space around the ski slope 
protecting it from wind and precipitation. The metal profile is 
designed to protect the surface from solar radiation. The height 
of the premises provides ventilation and extra protection from 
external factors to preserve the climate parameters of the slope.

The temperature in every zone of the slope is in the range of 
-5 ± 1 centigrade, the humidity is 75%, which is close to the 
natural environment. The snow on the slope is cooled due to an 
additional pipe that cools the snow and preserves its tempera-
ture of about -10 –7 centigrade. under such conditions, the 
functional characteristics of the snow are in line with the 
existing standards that are comfortable for the athletes enjoy-
ing skiing. They feel the same level of comfort in February and 
in July. The thickness of snow layer at the initial construction 
phases is 0.5 m, to be extended to 1 m in the future.

from the editor:
According to experts, the payback period of an average ski 

resort project is about 10-11 years. Depending on format, the 
cost structure includes a master plan, which typically foreign-
ers do for the Russians. next, one needs to buy a snow-groom-
ing machine, an elevator, to build a restaurant and roads. 

Experts argue that any ski resort should be considered as an 
integrated project where a ski slope is only part of it. In order 
to pay off the costs as quickly as possible, we need to create an 
environment for recreation, entertainment, and accommoda-
tion including houses and hotels. Only an integrated approach 
can guarantee that the business will be profitable. 

notes. the Cost of the proJeCted faCilities
facility #1: water Center
1,704 x 115,650 x 4.81 = 947,895,155 rubles.

facility #2: the ice arena
649 x 57,000 x 4.81 = 177,936,330 rubles.

facility #3: the entertainment Zone
1,790 x 14,070 x 4.81 = 121,141,293 rubles.

facility #4: the Climbing wall
1,790 x 18,000 x 4.81 = 154,978,200 rubles.

facility #5: the Chain of Cinemas
391,960 x 578 x (4.85 / 4.33) = 253,760,154 rubles.

facility #6: the ski slope
649 x 284,040 x 4.81 = 986,684,828 rubles.

total f = f1 +f2 + f3 =f4 = f5 = f6
F =947,895,155 + 177,936,330 + 121,141,293 + 154,978,200 + 
226,552,880 + 986,684,828 =2,642,395,956 rubles. =  
2.6 billion rubles.

key CharaCteristiCs
1. Total area – 38,750 meters
2. Working area – 37,190 meters
 a) The Ski Slope – 15,130 meters
 b) The Chain of Cinemas – 1,850 meters
 c) The Ice Arena – 5,700 meters
 d) The Entertainment Zone – 3,350 meters
 d) The Water Area – 7,710 meters
 e) Catering – 1,650 meters
 g) The Climbing Wall – 1,800 meters
3. Construction Volume – 434,085 meters
4. Estimated number of visitors – 2,000 people
 a) Catering – 300 people.
 b) The Entertainment Zone - 185 people
 c) The Ski Slope – 350 people
 d) Chain of Cinemas – 638 people
 e) Ice Arena – 120 persons
 e) The Water Area – 337 people
 g) The Climbing Wall – 70
5. Floors – 1, 2, 5. 
6. The cost of the building – 2,642,395,956 rubles.
7. Construction costs – 68,190 rubles / sq m 
of the building. 

eXpert opinion
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В зимний период на Банном, как и на других 
горнолыжных курортах, вопрос обеспечения 
безопасности гостей стоит особенно остро. 
Расскажу о том, как организована эта работа 
на нашем ГЛК при проведении соревнований.

Текст: 
Алексей Калинин, 
Президент НП 
«Горнолыжный клуб  
г. Магнитогорска»

практически по правилам Международной федерации лыж-
ного спорта. Подтверждением тому является ежегодное про-
ведение на Банном, начиная с 2004 г., престижных всерос-
сийских соревнований, в числе которых и юношеское пер-
венство России.

Кроме того, последние два зимних сезона на склонах наше-
го центра в рамках Кубка России по горнолыжному спорту 
проходит отработка навыков служб соревнований для проведе-
ния тестовых стартов на олимпийском курорте «Роза Хутор». 
Вот уже 9 лет за качественную подготовку трасс отвечают 
начальник службы эксплуатации Павел Ячменьков и главный 
инженер ГЛЦ «Металлург-Магнитогорск» Леонид Гринюк. 

Кроме того, в горнолыжном спорте, особенно в «скорост-
ных» видах, при постановке трассы очень ответственную 
работу выполняет постановщик. Как правило, он назначается 
из числа самых опытных тренеров.

без Службы СПАСАтелей Не обойтИСь 
Как известно, горнолыжный спорт – это высокая скорость, 

тонкий расчет и отменная физическая форма. К сожалению, 
не всегда уровень подготовки спортсменов соответствует 
уровню соревнований. Очень важно при падениях обеспе-
чить своевременное оказание квалифицированной доврачеб-
ной помощи пострадавшим и, если это необходимо, эвакуи-
ровать их в медпункт. И здесь не обойтись без службы спаса-
телей. При проведении любых стартов сотрудники этой 
службы обязательно дежурят на склоне. 

уроВеНь ПодготоВкИ Судей Имеет зНАЧеНИе 
Большое значение для безопасного проведения стартов в 

горнолыжном спорте имеет уровень подготовки судей. 
Штатные работники ГЛЦ, которые входят в состав жюри 
соревнований, проходят обучение и аттестацию на семина-
рах Федерации горнолыжного спорта и сноуборда России. 

Привлекаются к проведению соревнований и члены гор-
нолыжного клуба города Магнитогорска. Судьи-контролеры 
имеют 1 и 2 категорию судей по горнолыжному спорту. 
Ключевые позиции в судейской бригаде занимают специали-
сты, подготовленные к проведению предолимпийских тесто-
вых стартов в ГЛК «Роза Хутор».
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С самого начала работы горнолыжного центра на Банном 
собственник – ОАО «Магнитогорский Металлургический 
Комбинат» – поставил задачу: качество подготовки полотна 
трасс должно отвечать международному уровню.

Учредителем были созданы для этого все необходимые 
условия: закуплена современная техника и оборудование, 
набран штат профессионалов. 

зАдАЧА ВыПолНеНА НА ВСе 100%
 В настоящее время состояние трасс Горнолыжного центра 

«Металлург-Магнитогорск» соответствует требованиям FIS 
(Фр.: FIS – Fеdеration Internationale de Ski – Международная 
федерация лыжного спорта), и соревнования проводятся 

В горнолыжном спорте, особенно  
в «скоростных» видах, при постановке 
трассы очень ответственную работу 
выполняет постановщик. Как правило, 
он назначается из числа самых 
опытных тренеров

На Банном традиционно начальником трассы соревнова-
ний назначается старший спасатель горнолыжного центра 
Сергей Коровин, бывший спортсмен, горнолыжник и альпи-
нист. Он наиболее опытный и профессионально подготов-
ленный специалист в вопросах обеспечения безопасности. 
Весь состав службы спасателей прошел обучение и аттеста-
цию в специализированных центрах МЧС России, а лыжную 
подготовку – на занятиях с инструкторами Учебного центра 
ФГССР. Сотрудники службы спасения и канатной дороги 
систематически проводят тренировки по предупреждению  
и ликвидации опасных ситуаций и оказанию первой помощи 
и профилактической работе. 
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безоПАСНоСть обеСПеЧАт СПеЦИАльНые меры 
Все наше оборудование для проведения соревнований – 

стартовые палатки, система хронометрирования, древки, 
флаги, радиостанции и пр. – соответствует требованиям FIS. 
Кроме того, чтобы исключить травмы при вылете спортсме-
нов за пределы полотна трассы, на Банном разработан ком-
плекс мер. Например, в местах вероятного «вылета», а также 
в местах критической близости твердых объектов установле-
ны двойные, а где-то и тройные ряды сетей безопасности и 
специальные предохраняющие маты.

СтрАхоВкА обязАтельНА для ВСех 
Стоит отметить, что все участники соревнований горно-

лыжного центра на Банном застрахованы. И это касается не 
только спортсменов, при покупке ски-пасса страхуются все 
гости ГЛЦ. В случае получения травмы для оформления стра-
хового случая пострадавшему достаточно лишь предъявить 
кассовый чек на ски-пасс.

В случаях, когда соревнования проводятся в условиях недостаточной 
видимости (туман, ненастная погода), траектория, по которой едут 
спортсмены, маркируется с помощью специальных пульверизаторов в 
синий цвет с двух сторон трассы. Перед особо сложными участками и 
при резком изменении рельефа полотно трассы дополнительно окраши-
вается несколькими поперечными линиями.
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В завершение подчеркну, что повышение уровня безопас-
ности на ГЛК не только при проведении соревнований, но и 
при организации горнолыжного отдыха, несомненно, приво-
дит к увеличению числа фанатов этого прекрасного вида 
спорта. И как следствие, к повышению доходности и привле-
кательности российских горнолыжных курортов. 

as with any other resort, safety of the guests is the most 
important issue during winter at bannoye. let me tell you 
how we organize safety at our alpine skiing center during 
competitions. 

 

Since the very opening of the ski center at Bannoye, its 
owner - Magnitogorsk Metallurgical Plant - set the goal to make 
a high-quality track surface in order to fully correspond to the 
international standards. The founder created everything that 
was necessary to achieve this goal: state-of-the-art equipment 
and machinery was bought, and professional staff was hired. 

Currently, the tracks of the Metallurg-Magnitogorsk ski 
center correspond to the FIS requirements (French: FIS – 
Federation Internationale de Ski – International Ski Federation), 
and competitions are organized virtually in accordance with 
all International Ski Federation rules. This is proved by annual 
Russian national competitions, which take place at Bannoye 
since 2004, including the Russian junior ski championships.

Furthermore, during two last winter seasons, our 
center organized a number of Russian national Alpine Ski 
Championships, so our staff have been improving skills in 
order to organize test runs at the Rose Khutor Olympic resort. 
Pavel Yachmenkov, Head of Operations Department, and leonid 
Grinyuk, Chief Engineer of the Metallurg-Magnitogorsk ski 
center, have been responsible for the track preparation for 9 
years. 

Competence of judges is very important for safe skiing. The 
Alpine skiing center staff, including the panel of judges during 
competitions, undergoes training, evaluation at the seminars 

organized by the Russian Alpine Ski and 
Snowboard Federation. 

Members of the Magnitogorsk Ski Club are 
also enlisted to organization of competitions. 
The judges who take part in them are Class 
1 and 2 Ski Judges. The top positions in the 
panel of judges are held by specialists who were 
trained to organize the pre-Olympic test runs at 
the Rose Khutor Alpine skiing center.

Furthermore, the work of those persons 
who prepare the track is extremely important 
in skiing, especially in speed skiing. usually 
only the most experienced coaches are 
appointed to prepare the track. As we know, 
Alpine skiing is all about high speed, good 
calculation, and excellent physical fitness. 
unfortunately, qualification of the athletes 
does not always correspond to the requirements 
of the competitions. It is important to ensure 
the timely and competent first aid to the 
injured people and, if necessary, evacuate them 
to the first-aid post. It is impossible without 
lifeguards. lifeguards are always on duty at 
slopes during any ski runs. 

Sergei Korovin, a former sportsman, skier and 
climber, who is the Chief lifeguard of the Alpine 
skiing center, is appointed as Head flag keeper 
at Bannoye. He is the most experienced and 
competent safety specialist. The whole lifeguard 
was trained and evaluated at specialized training 
centers of the Ministry of Emergency Situations 
of Russia. They also have ski training from ski 
lessons organized by the Training Center of the 
Russian Alpine Ski and Snowboard Federation. 
lifeguards and cableway staff regularly 
organize drills in prevention and elimination of 
emergency situations, first aid treatment and 
preventive measures. 

In the competitions are conducted in low 
visibility conditions (fog, bad weather), the track 
for sportsmen is marked with blue color using 
special sprays on both sides of the track. The 
track surface is marked with several cross lines 
before extremely difficult portions of the track 
and if the track terrain varies considerably.

It is worth mentioning that all participants 
of the competitions held at the Bannoye skiing 
center are insured. The insurance is not limited 
to sportsmen only, all skiing center visitors are 
insured if they buy the ski-pass. In case of any 
injuries, only the ski pass is required to record 
an insured accident. 

skI resort securIty  | fIs-control at ski resorts 

Text:
Alexey Kalinin, 
President of 
Magnitogorsk 
Ski Club

Photo: 
Evgeny Soldatov 
and Vladimir 
Sazonov 
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Без службы 
спасателей на 
ГЛК не обойтись. 
При проведении 
любых стартов 
сотрудники данной 
службы обязательно 
дежурят на склоне
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mr. udalov, what is the history of Conductio in finland and 
later on – in russia?

Conductio OY was established in 1987 in Finland and has 
been supplying equipment for various purposes. In the 90's 
and the 2000's, we were supplying our equipment to St. 
Petersburg, where we started manufacturing products using 
the latest technologies that Russia badly needed those 
days. At the same time, we switched to production of 
brushes and other cleaning equipment for municipal 
markets of Scandinavian countries. We also started 
producing ski jump hills and plastic matting that are 
popular in Europe. In Finland, we equip ski jump centers in 
Vuokatti Saarijarvi, Jamsankoski, and Jyvaskyla. In norway, 
we are present at sports facilities in Gerpenkollen, in France 
– in le Rousset, in Germany - Vipra. During the first year of 
our activity in Russia, we supplied plastic fibers and plastic 
matting for ski jump hills in Toksovo (St. Petersburg), 
Mezhdurechensk, and Perm. These technologies can also be 
used for decorating tubing tracks, as well as sports and 
leisure parks.
 
when did you decide to establish a joint venture in russia, and 

why in ufa?

It is no secret that the Russian market is huge and 
developing. In Europe, the market is fully saturated, so it is 
much more complicated to conduct business there. That is 
why me and my companion Sergei lebedev decided to create 
a company in ufa in 2011. This city is located in the very 
center of the Russian Federation. Since that, our company 
has been growing its market hare in Russia. It keeps 
manufacturing new types of products, including small ski 
jump complexes, snow generating and snow retention 
systems, speedup tracks, as well as artificial rollout zones. 
The Ski Grass artificial covering of Conductio is considered as 
the most advanced and innovative in the ski jumping 
industry.

Russia did not have many victories in its ski jumping history. For a number of reasons, the country lacks 
basic infrastructure to develop ski jumping. At the same time, Europe has switched to mobile ramps 
that can be easily assembled, dismantled, and transported. The Finnish Conductio is one of the leading 
European producers of ski jump hills. The company entered the Russian market establishing a local 
company in ufa (Bashkortostan) where it runs mass production of K-4 ramps. Today, we are talking with 
Sergei udalov, CEO of Conductio.
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European Ski Jump Hills 
Enter the Russian Market
Text: Vladimir Kolosov

Ski jump hills manufactured according 
to the latest technology of the Finnish 
Conductio are becoming popular in 
Russia. The company is already present  
in the Perm region, Mezhdurechensk  
and St. Petersburg

sergei udalov, 

Ceo of Conductio
are there other technologies in russia, or your company is the 

only producer of ski jump hills for children in the country now?

As of today, we are the only manufacturer of these kinds of 
equipment in Russia. The ski jump hills for children are our 
key products. We are planning to start manufacturing smaller 
jumps: K-4, K-8, K-12, etc.  
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what is an average lifecycle of your ski jump hills and snow 
retention systems?

The warranty on our products remains in effect for 2 to 5 
years from the date of the first consumer purchase. The same 
is in Europe. However, based on our experience, in some cases 
the artificial covering works perfectly for about 15 years. Our 
snow retention systems have a 5-year warranty. 

are the innovative artificial materials less expensive than 
traditional ones? are they safer for young athletes?

We should not save on health and safety of athletes. 
Although the cost of our products is roughly the same as our 
competitors have, our design is more monolithic and stable, 
which ensures the safety of the athletes.

was the company initially focused on unique technologies?

Since the 90's, this particular business niche was stagnating. 
However, engineers of Conductio designed new elements with 
specific features in 2004, based on their 30-year expertise in 
this field. We focused on a set of new requirements coming 
from European athletes and coaches. Our main goal was to 
secure safety for ski jumpers.

is it real to minimize the existing technological gap in the ski 
jumping industry of russia?

Our sports industry has been actively developing. Compared 
to the recent period of stagnation, many modern ski jump 
centers were built in Sochi, Tchaikovsky, nizhny Tagil, and in 
St. Petersburg. A number of ramps will soon appear in nizhny 
novgorod and Perm. The existing old ski jump complexes are 

also under reconstruction today. Conductio is now working 
closely with the Federation of Ski Jumping and nordic 
Combined of Russia. Our company has established strong 
business ties with the Federation's President Alexander 
uvarov and Vice-President Vladimir Slavsky. We are ready  
to realize projects with them.  

your company manufactures modular ski jump units that can 
be assembled and dismantled. how can you manage to move your 
products from one russia's region to another?

Small ski jump units are initially designed to teach children. 
That is why they are portable and mobile. We can easily bring 
them to other sites, including schools, stadiums, parks, 
recreation zones. It does not take much time and efforts. 
Small jumps originally intended to promote ski jumping 
among our children. That is why any sports school can 
disassemble and move them to any place where it intends to 
organize competitions.  

it is no secret that new ideas can be opposed. do you have 
opponents of your unique technologies in finland and russia? 

Thanks God, we do not have opponents or enemies. There are 
only supporters.

Small ski jump units are initially designed 
to teach children. That is why they are 
portable and mobile. The company can easily 
bring them to other sites, including schools, 
stadiums, parks, and recreation zones

Ôèíñêèå èííîâàöèîííûå òåõíîëîãèè â Ðîññèè
Производство искусственного покрытия для прыжков 

на лыжах с трамплина.

Системы снегоудержания. 

Производство малых трамплинов и дорожки разгона.

Производство покрытия для тюбинговых трасс.

ÎÎÎ "Êîíäàêòèî",
Ðîññèÿ, ã. Óôà, Ñîåäèíèòåëüíîå øîññå, 3
òåë. 8 (347) 246-57-61,  www.conductio.ru 

In Europe, the market is fully saturated, 
so it is much more complicated to conduct 
business there

what are your projected production volumes in ufa, and to 
what extent they depend on the program that your company 
realizes together with the federation of ski Jumping and nordic 
Combined of russia?

new orders can definitely extend our production volumes. 
Especially, this concerns K-4 ski jumping complexes that are 
already in serial production. We are happy to have new 
production orders.

are the managers of russia's ski resorts interested in your 
products?

We have recently negotiated with managers of the Kirovsk 
ski resort that is located in the Murmansk region. Three  
ski jump hills will be equipped with our covering materials 
there. Other three ski jump hills will be equipped with  
our products in the Perm region, Mezhdurechensk, and  
St. Petersburg. The first children's ski jump hill is now 
operational in St. Petersburg. 
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